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Abstract

Schlieren imaging of microrocket jets

Ville Lekholm

In this report, microrockets from the company NanoSpace were studied using
schlieren imaging techniques. The rocket chips are manufactured using MEMS
technology, which requires compromises regarding the shape of the nozzle. The
rocket chips are 22x22x0.85 mm, manufactured from laminated silicon. The nozzles
are approximately 20 µm wide at the throat, and 350 µm wide at the exit.
A semi in-line schlieren apparatus was designed, set up, and aligned. A small vacuum
chamber was constructed, and a series of tests was conducted in order to
qualitatively evaluate the consequences of these compromises, and other performance
issues. It was found that the existing 1 kW quartz-tungsten-halogen lamp was
sufficient as a light source, standard photographic equipment served well as an imaging
device, and a 400 mm, f/7.9 achromatic doublet as schlieren lens, resolved enough
detail in the exhaust gas to perform the studies. At maximum magnification, the
viewing area was 7 by 4.5 mm, captured at 14 Mpixel, or about 1.5 µm/pixel. Several
different rocket chips were studied, with helium, nitrogen and xenon as propellant
gases. Feed pressure ranged from 0.5 bar to 3.5 bar, and the rockets were studied at
atmospheric pressure and in vacuum, and with and without heaters activated.
Through these studies, verification and visualization of the basic functionality of the
rockets were possible. At atmospheric pressure, slipping of the exhaust was
observed, due to the severe overexpansion of the nozzle. In vacuum, the nozzle was
underexpanded, and the flow was seen to be supersonic. There was a measurable
change in the exhaust with the heaters activated. It was also shown that the method
can be used to detect leaks, which makes it a valuable aid in quality control of the
components.
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SammanfattningI den här rapporten studeras mikroraketer från företaget NanoSpace med hjälpav schlierenfotografering. Raketchippen tillverkas med mikrosystemteknik, var-för vissa kompromisser vid utformningen av munstycket är nödvändiga. Chip-pen 22×22×0,85 mm stora och består av laminerade kiselplattor. Dysan ärungefär 20 µm bred där den är som smalast, och expanderar till ungefär 350 µmvid utblåset.En semilinjär schlierenuppställning dimensionerades, monterades och juster-ades in. En mindre vakuumkammare konstruerades, och en serie studier genom-fördes för att kvalitativt utvärdera konsekvenserna av bland annat nämndakompromisser. En be�ntlig 1 kW kvarts-wolfram-halogen-lampa befanns varatillräcklig som ljuskälla. Vanlig fotogra�sk utrustning användes för avbildning,och en 400 mm, f/7,9 akromatisk dublett som schlierenlins upplöste gas�ödettillräckligt väl för studiernas genomgörande. Vid maximal förstoring var denavbildade ytan 7×4,5 mm fotograferad i 14 Mpixel upplösning, motsvarandecirka 1,5 µm/pixel. Flera olika chip studerades med helium, kväve och xenonsom drivgas och med matningstrycket varierat från 0,5 till 3,5 bar. Raketernastuderades vid såväl atmosfärstryck som i vakuum, och med och utan akti-verade värmare.Genom dessa studier kunde raketchippens grundläggande funktion veri�erasoch visualiseras. Vid atmosfärstryck observerades separation av jetstrålen fråndyskanten på grund av kraftigt överexpanderat �öde. I vakuum uppnådde�ödet överljudsfart och var istället underexpanderat. Det fanns mätbara förän-dringar i �ödet med värmarna aktiverade. Det visades också att denna metodkunde detektera läckor, vilket gör den användbar och värdefull vid kvalitets-kontroll av komponenterna.
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Chapter 1Introduction

Flip book animation.This series is a 2frames per secondcapture sequenceof xenon exhaustfrom a microrocketchip, while increas-ing gas pressurefrom 0 to 3 bar.Notice the slippingfrom side to sidedue to the grosslyoverexpanded noz-zle. See Section 4.2.1for further details.

If a brain surgeon screws up, it means a multi-million-dollarmalpractice suit, but if a rocket scientist screws up, it means amulti-million-dollar hit movie starring Tom Hanks.� Michael J. Fox, about Apollo 13Since the 1950s, spacecraft have become an increasingly important part ofcommunication, navigation and research, both of the earth and of space, formilitary, commercial and scienti�c purposes. New applications are constantlybeing developed and made possible through advances in all �elds of engineer-ing and technology. Today, many cellular phones and cars are equipped withsatellite navigation, and a lot of international and national television and com-munication, both voice and data, is relayed by satellites [1]. A large part of theunderlying meteorological data behind weather predictions is based on obser-vations by satellites. In day-to-day life, satellites are relied upon for everythingfrom monitoring crops to aircraft navigation. In a sense, modern life would beimpossible without progress made in space technology.The many uses seen today, and the huge number of satellites historicallyand currently in orbit belie the expenditure behind each of these spacecrafts. Infact, the cost is a limiting factor for many projects. For this reason, maximizingthe value by increasing the utility of each satellite, both in terms of life spanand of versatility is critical. Another concern is of course minimizing the cost ofproduction and launch of the satellite, as well as minimizing the risk of failureonce in orbit. Since the launch cost is related to the total mass of the satellite,it is of vital importance to keep the mass of each component to an absoluteminimum. Smaller satellites also have the advantage of the possibility of a�piggy-back� launch, that is, being launched with the same vessel as another,much larger, satellite, with negligible increase of the launch cost. This rendersmicroelectromechanical systems (MEMS) devices very attractive for spacecraftproduction [2].During their missions, spacecraft generally need some type of on-boardpropulsion system. Most satellites need an orbit injection [3], and low earthorbiting satellites will require periodic boosts to compensate for speed lost tofriction in the outer atmosphere of earth, in order to maintain their orbit.1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONThe propulsion system can also be used to change the trajectory or orbit of aspacecraft, or for attitude adjustments while maintaining orbit. The size andmass of the satellite, as well as the desired maneuver or maneuverability willdetermine what type of thrusters are required, and how much fuel is neededfor the mission. The need for very �ne attitude control, and the desire toreduce the mass of the spacecraft are driving the development of very low-thrust propulsion systems [4].For attitude adjustment, several methods are available, for example reac-tion wheels or gyros [3]. These do not produce any net force on the spacecraft,but instead redistribute momentum stored in spinning wheels within the craft.When force is needed, the most common way is through a chemical or electricalreaction jet engine. These expel materia in one direction, producing a net forcein the other. Electrical propulsion systems, such as ion engines, pulse plasmathrusters, �eld emitted electronic propulsion systems, and Hall thrusters, ac-celerate ions. These systems are capable of low thrust, but are usually ratherheavy (around 10 kg [3]). Chemical thrusters work by ejecting a propellantunder pressure, often from combustion of a liquid or solid fuel. The simplestsystem is the cold gas thruster, where gas under pressure is expelled througha nozzle.There are several ways to manufacture rocket nozzles in micrometer scale,but one of the more promising is photolithography followed by deep reactiveion etching (DRIE) [5]. This method allows fabrication of µm-sized structuresin silicon with very smooth sides, which is of importance for �ow dynamics.The method also allows for integration in the work �ow with other manufac-turing steps, enabling even further miniaturization. Material consumption andproduction costs are also reduced, and a decrease in overall power consumptionis often seen [6]. This miniaturization will also permit increased redundancywith only marginal increases in the mass and size of the satellite [2], reducingthe risks involved with what is generally very expensive and unique equipment,where failure of a component could be devastating in terms of resources andmission planning.Fabrication of the nozzle using DRIE is not entirely without drawbacksthough, as it is only possible to etch 2.5-dimensional or quasi 3-dimensionalstructures, thereby sacri�cing optimal form for size. This means that the com-pression and expansion phases of the jet propellant will only occur in onedimension. Most theory for rocket nozzles deals only with nozzles with circularcross sections, i.e., two-dimensional expansion. It is therefore of interest to de-termine if, and to what extent, this design compromise will e�ect the behaviorand e�ciency of the rocket. Furthermore, the miniaturization itself may leadto increased viscous losses that could severely a�ect performance [4]. Minia-turization of a component will generally not scale its performance linearly, andapproximations used for larger scale calculations may not be applicable. Ittherefore seems unlikely that computational �uid dynamics (CFD) simulationscan be accepted without scrutiny, as has been evident from previous work atÅngström Space Technology Centre (ÅSTC) [7]. Because of this, it is of greatimportance to be able to study the real-world behavior of these components,in order to be able to formulate better and more accurate models, or to verifycurrent theory at a much smaller scale.Several methods used for general �ow visualization, such as introducing2



particles or �uids into the gas �ow to enable direct optical visualization [8] aremade impossible because of the scale. Direct imaging with infrared cameraswould require extremely sensitive and costly equipment and very high temper-atures [9]. Planar laser-induced �uorescence can be used [10], but this methodalso requires costly equipment. Other methods have been used to study gas ex-hausts, such as measuring the thrust from the rocket, either directly [11], by itse�ect on a spacecraft [12], or using microcantilever sensors [13], and from thisdraw conclusions about the rocket design. In a similar manner, the exhaust hasbeen studied thermally using a thermocouple and a computer controlled X-Y-Zstage [14]. Used more than others, are methods involving the visualization ofinhomogeneities in the medium, either by shadowgraphing, interferometry [15],or schlieren photography [16], or a combination of these [17].In this report, heated cold gas thrusters from the company NanoSpace [18]are studied. Here, the propulsion is accomplished by channeling compressed gasthrough a de Laval-nozzle. In the stagnation chamber, heaters are embeddedto expand the gas and thereby increase the pressure in the nozzle throat. Thepressure of the gas in the nozzle throat determines the speci�c impulse, andhence the e�ciency of the rocket. The goal of the study is to qualitativelyevaluate the behavior of NanoSpace microrocket chips using schlieren imagingtechniques to determine whether and how the shape and symmetry of theexpansion cone a�ect the thrust and performance of the rocket chip. Bothnear and far �eld behavior at di�erent �ow speeds, ambient pressures, and gastemperatures were of interest, and a lens schlieren system was constructed forthis purpose in the ÅSTC laboratory.At this scale, the non-circular symmetry of the expansion nozzle is expectedto have only minor or negligible e�ect on the performance of the rocket chip, andthus the current theory for larger scale nozzles should still be largely applicable.This hypothesis was tested as thoroughly as the time constraint allowed.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
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Chapter 2Background2.1 Rocket enginesNewton's third law states �To every action there is always opposed an equalreaction� [19]. This is the fundamental operating principle of rocket engines.In chemical engines, a high pressure propellant is introduced into a volumewith an exit opening in one end. The propellant escaping unopposed throughthe opening causes the opposing force to accelerate the rocket away from thisopening. The higher the pressure, the greater this accelerating force. The mostcommon type of rocket engine is the internal combustion type, where pressureis built by combustion of liquid or solid propellant to gas. Pressure can alsobe achieved by heating gas, or channeling stored pressurized gas from a higherpressure reservoir to the propulsion chamber. The higher the e�ective velocityof the gas, the more e�cient the engine will be, consuming less propellant for thesame accelerating force [20]. This can be accomplished by careful design of theexit path of the gas. For example, exhausting the gas through a cone-shapednozzle, can transform more of the energy of the expelled propellant into anaccelerating force acting on the nozzle and rocket, as the e�ective velocity canbe increased without any change in speed or mass �ow. A particular design ofthese nozzles was invented by Gustaf de Laval in 1897 [21]. Originally intendedfor a steam turbine, the operation of this nozzle relies on the di�erences inbehavior of gasses traveling at subsonic and supersonic speeds, and has sincebeen widely used in many types of rockets.2.1.1 The de Laval nozzleAs the pressure in the chamber behind the nozzle, the stagnation chamber,forces gas through the nozzle, the speed of the �ow will increase as the diameterof the throat decreases, because the mass �ow rate is constant. At su�cientchamber pressure, the gas will reach sonic speed at the narrowest part, thethroat, of the nozzle. This is a condition called choked �ow, as the mass �owrate will no longer increase with decreasing ambient pressure. The �ow rate canstill be changed by increasing the chamber pressure, though, but the speed atthe throat will not change, only the pressure. Once the gas is past the throat,it expands and accelerates in the diverging part of the nozzle. The operating5



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
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Figure 2.1: Pressure (p), temperature (T ) and exhaust gas velocity (v) fordi�erent regions of the de Laval nozzle as gas travels through it from left toright. To the left, the speed of the gas is subsonic (Mach number, M, < 1), thedashed line indicates sonic speed (M = 1), and in the nozzle exit, the gas issupersonic (M > 1).
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2.2. MINIATURIZATION OF SPACECRAFTprinciple of a de Laval nozzle is shown in Figure 2.1. The purpose of the nozzleis to transform the energy (kinetic and pressure) of the gas, into kinetic energyof the rocket. For this reason, the nozzle needs to diverge so that the pressurein the throat is reduced to ambient pressure at the end of the nozzle. If thepressure of the exhaust gas is lower than the ambient pressure when reachingthe end of the nozzle, the exit area is too large, and the nozzle is said to beoverexpanded. This may cause the jet to separate from the edge of the nozzleand become unstable, a phenomenon known as slipping. Conversely, if thepressure of the exhaust gas is higher than the ambient pressure when leavingthe nozzle, the nozzle is said to be underexpanded, not having fully transformedthe pressure in the gas to thrust.When operating the rocket in space, i.e. vacuum, the pressure of the exhaustgas will of course always be higher than the ambient pressure, and parameterssuch as the mass and size of the rocket nozzle, rather than level of expansion,will become deciding factors for the design of the rocket. Regardless of the size,the nozzle will always be underexpanded.2.1.2 Pressure disksIf the rocket nozzle is perfectly expanded, or adapted, the jet will leave thenozzle as a plume of gas with even thickness. If the jet is underexpanded, theexhaust gases will form an expansion fan at the nozzle. This expansion resultsfrom the gas turning away from the centerline of the exhaust via Prandtl-Meyerexpansion waves [22]. The jet will be seen to swell out from the nozzle. Soon,however, it passes through the re�ected Prandtl-Meyer waves, turning back to-ward the centerline, but continuing to decrease in pressure. The Prandtl-Meyerwaves then meet the contact discontinuity, and are re�ected as Prandtl-Meyercompression waves. When the gas �ows through these waves it is turned backtoward the centerline, again increasing in pressure past ambient. The gas �owis now re�ected in the centerline, and the process repeats. The Prandtl-Meyerexpansion waves create a repeating diamond, or pressure disk, pattern in theexhaust of nozzles not properly expanded to ambient pressure (the process foroverexpanded jets is very similar). Friction in the gas will gradually equalizethe pressure di�erence between ambient and exhaust pressure, and the patternwill slowly fade along the jet. Figure 2.2 shows an illustration as well as an ac-tual example of pressure disks, seen in a test-�ring of a XCOR XR-5M15 LOX/ methane engine in the Mojave dessert. The pressure disks are visible in Fig-ure 2.2 (b) due to the increased heat and reignition from periodic compressionof the exhaust gas.2.2 Miniaturization of spacecraftSpacecraft on interplanetary missions, as well as just about every other space-craft but the most basic satellites orbiting the earth, all require propulsionsystems to complete their missions. The drive to reduce cost in the launch ofspacecraft has been a key factor in the reduction of their size and mass. Withthese reductions, high precision low thrust propulsion systems are needed assmall spacecraft require less accelerating force for attitude adjustment, and7



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

(a)

(b)Figure 2.2: Pressure disks in underexpanded jet exhausts. (a) An illustrationof pressure waves and boundary layer of the gas �ow. (b) A real-world examplewith pressure disks visible. This is caused by fuel in the exhaust reigniting fromthe increased pressure. Image courtesy of NASA.
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2.3. FLOW VISUALIZATION

PSfrag replacements 1 mmFigure 2.3: Microrocket nozzle manufactured using DRIE. Three consecutivediamond like carbon (DLC) coil heaters are visible in the center of the image.Gas is exhausted to the left. Image courtesy of NanoSpace.conventional thrusters and fuel do not meet size requirements [3]. Low thrustpropulsion systems are also key components in missions with larger space-craft, where extremely accurate attitude adjustments are required, such as theLISA [23] and Darwin [24] projects.There are numerous ways to fabricate microrockets, such as traditional CNCmicromilling [11], laser machining [6], Pyrex tubing drawn under heat and ten-sion [16], as well as standard MEMS technology, using lithographic patterningof silicon wafers [25] followed by deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) [26]. MEMStechnology not only allows for miniaturization of the components themselves,but also for integration with related components for even further size and weightreductions as several components can share the same mass and volume [3]. Thisalso eliminates the need for couplings and tubing, reducing the total numberof components (and by extension, reducing the risk of failure). Furthermore,DRIE construction method results in very smooth side walls, making it partic-ularly well suited for micronozzles [5].A disadvantage with DRIE is that it is only it is only possible to etch 2.5-dimensional or quasi 3-dimensional structures, thereby compromising optimalform for size, Figure ??. The operating principle will be the same, but in thecase of the de Laval nozzle, expansion of the exhaust gas will only occur in onedimension.2.3 Flow visualizationIn order to study the behavior of the rocket nozzles, it was of interest to imagethe exhausted gas. Macroscopically, there are many methods available for9



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND�ow visualization, such as introducing particles or �uids into the gas �ow toenable direct optical visualization [8], that are not possible here because ofthe scale. Particles in the gas may adhere to the throat or nozzle, or changethe density of the gas and thereby a�ect the behavior of the rocket. Directimaging with infrared cameras would require extremely sensitive and costlyequipment and very high temperatures, since the gas used is either very light(N2) or monoatomic (He, Ar, Xe), and administered in very small quantities [9].Again, it was desirable to study the rocket in circumstances similar to the actualoperating parameters, and changing the propellant gas or temperature was notdesirable. Planar laser-induced �uorescence can be used [10], but this methodalso requires costly equipment. Other methods have been used to study gasexhausts, such as measuring the thrust from the rocket, either directly [11],by its e�ect on a spacecraft [12], or using microcantilever sensors [13], andfrom this draw conclusions about the rocket design. These methods requirevery costly equipment, or even launched spacecraft, as well as detailed theoryand validated simulations. A similar way has been used, studying the exhaustthermally using a thermocouple on a computer controlled X-Y-Z stage in theexhaust [14]. This method introduces an object in the �ow, which may a�ectthe behavior, and the read-out is purely thermal.Used more than others are methods involving the visualization of inho-mogeneities in the medium, either by shadowgraphing, interferometry [15],schlieren photography [16], or a combination of these [17]. These all havethe advantage of being passive methods, in that they only rely on a beam oflight passing through the gas, and will not interfere with the �ow. They arealso fast, high resolution methods.In this study, a schlieren apparatus will be designed and assembled, anddi�erent schlieren imaging techniques will be used to attempt to visualize thebehavior of rocket chips from NanoSpace under di�erent conditions.2.4 Theory2.4.1 Key concepts in photographyA central part of �ow visualization is of course capturing the image. Whereearly scientists were forced to draw the results, today photographic equipment isa�ordable, accessible, far more accurate, much faster, and, above all, unbiased.Excellent photographs can be produced with only a cursory understandingof photography and photographic equipment, but to achieve the best resultspossible, and to take photographs in unusual circumstances, a deeper knowledgeis required.Most cameras work in a similar fashion, with an image projected onto animaging plane, which contains a light sensitive surface that produces the actualimage. Between the entrance pupil and the light sensitive surface, lies a shuttercontrolled by the photographer, that determines the length of time during whichthe light sensitive surface is exposed to the light.In a �lm camera, the light sensitive surface consists of a sheet of plasticcovered with crystals of silver halide salts. The salt crystals can be of di�erentsizes depending of the desired sensitivity, where larger crystals are more sensi-tive to light. The salts are dyed to react to di�erent wavelengths of light, and10



2.4. THEORYafter exposure to light a latent (invisible) image is formed. This image can thenbe made visible by developing of the �lm through various chemical processes.The projection of the image onto the imaging plane is accomplished bya lens. Generally, a camera lens will be constructed from a number of lenselements to optimize performance at all focusing distances, or to make lensesmore compact or interchangeable. Despite this, a camera lens will, at a givenfocusing distance, and for a given wavelength, behave as a single lens elementand can generally be approximated as such. The angle of view of a lens isdetermined by its focal length, and the size of the imaging surface. For example,in standard 135 (or 35 mm) �lm, each frame is 24×36 mm [27]. Using a lenswith a focal length of 50 mm focused at in�nity (lens to �lm distance is equal tothe focal length of the lens), the horizontal angle of view, αh, can be calculatedby simple trigonometry as [28]
tan

(αh

2

)

=
36

2 × 50
⇔ αh = 2 arctan

(

36

2 × 50

)

= 40°.Similarly, the vertical angle of view is 27°. Mounting the same lens on a camerawith a smaller image sensor, for example an APS-C digital sensor which isapproximately 16×24 mm, the resulting horizontal and vertical angles of viewwill decrease to 27° and 18°, respectively. Accordingly, a 105 mm lens mountedon a 35 mm �lm camera, the angle of view decreases further to 19° and 13°horizontally and vertically respectively.The brightness of the resulting image depends on a number of factors, the�rst one being how light the source image is. Assuming this is constant, afew parameters can be changed in the camera to change the amount of lightaccumulated on the �lm, and thus the brightness of the �nal image. The�rst, as has already been mentioned, is the sensitivity of the �lm. For a givencamera setting and source illuminance, the brightness of the captured imagewill depend on the sensitivity of the �lm, with a lower sensitivity yielding adarker image, and a higher sensitivity resulting in a brighter one. Because thesensitivity is related to the size of the crystals on the �lm, as the sensitivityincreases, so will the grain in the �lm. In e�ect, the more sensitive the �lm, thelower the resolution of the image. The sensitivity is indicated by the ISO [29]of the �lm, where a higher ISO indicates higher sensitivity.Another variable is the shutter speed, determining how long the shutteris open, i.e. how long the �lm is exposed to light (exposure time). A slowershutter speed means longer exposure of the �lm, and hence brighter resultingimages. Faster shutter speeds lead to darker images, but as the time the �lm isexposed decreases, �ner moving detail is resolved, since movement during theexposure is less.Finally, the amount of light that reaches the imaging plane can be adjustedby means of an adjustable iris, or aperture, in the lens. Generally, the apertureof a lens element is synonymous with the diameter of the lens, but for pho-tographic lenses with an adjustable aperture, it is often convenient to expressthe aperture in relation to the focal length. This is known as the focal ratio orf-number, expressed as
A =

f

N
, (2.1)where A is the aperture, f the focal length, and N the f-number. For example,11



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUNDa 50 mm f/2.8 lens has a maximum aperture of 50/2.8 = 18 mm. The samelens can be adjusted for an aperture of f/5.6 (f-number 5.6), equaling half themaximum diameter of the iris, but reducing the transmitted light to 1/4.The combination of shutter speed and f-number is known as the exposurevalue, EV. Each change in collected light by a factor of 2 or 1/2 is a full step inexposure value. EV 0 corresponds by de�nition to f-number 1.0 and an exposuretime of 1 second. Because the f-number relates to the diameter of the lens, butthe light transmitted is a function of the area, a change of the f-number by afactor √2 or 1/
√

2 will be one step in EV. Decreasing the shutter speed to 1/2 s,but maintaining f/1.0, represents a full step higher exposure value, i.e. EV 1.As the exposure value only relates to the two exposure settings (shutter speedand f-number), it is often necessary to specify the sensitivity of the �lm used.This is expressed as a subscript, for example EV100 0, to indicate the equivalentof f/1.0, 1 s shutter speed and ISO 100 �lm sensitivity. Typical combinationsfor photography in sunlight might be f/11 at 1/125 s, with ISO 100 �lm, orEV100 14. Generally, there are several combinations of f-number and shutterspeed that correspond to the same exposure value. In the previous example,changing the shutter speed to 1/250 s, but decreasing the f-number (increasingthe aperture) to 8 will still be EV 14. While the consequences of faster andslower shutter speeds may be easy to understand, there are also consequencesfrom changing the aperture, and the fastest possible shutter speed is not alwaysthe best choice.2.4.2 Circle of confusionIf a cone of light from a point light source passes through a lens and does notconverge to a perfectly focused image (a point) on the imaging plane, it forms ablurry circle � the circle of confusion. This will be true both in front of, as wellas behind, the focused image, although the individual light beams will reachdiametrically opposite parts of the circle.In Figure 2.4, let A be the aperture of the lens (G′ − H ′), C the diameterof the circle of confusion (g′ − h′), f1 the distance to the object p, and f2 and
f3 the distances from the lens to the imaging plane, and the focused image,respectively. The diameter of the circle of confusion, C, can be expressed byEuclidean geometry as

C

| f3 − f2 | =
A

f3

⇐⇒ C = A
| f3 − f2 |

f3

. (2.2)When the focused image is at the imaging plane, so that f2 = f3, there will beno circle of confusion.Conversely, if p is a point in the imaging plane, the circle of confusion fora point not in the object plane can be calculated using the same equation. Inthis case f1 is the distance between the lens and the imaging plane, f2 thedistance between the lens and the object, and f3 is the focus distance (wherean image would be in focus). The circle of confusion in the virtual image is thencalculated using Equation 2.2, but in the imaging plane, the circle of confusionwill depend on the magni�cation of the lens, that is
m =

f1

f2

, (2.3)12
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Figure 2.4: Circle of confusion, 2-dimensional illustration redrawn from illus-tration in the British Journal of Photography [30]. p is a point in the objectplane, g′ to h′ is the diameter of the circle of confusion at the imaging plane forlight passing through the full aperture G′ to H ′ of the lens. g to h is the diam-eter of the circle of confusion for the light passing through a smaller aperture(approximately half the diameter) G to H .so that
c = Cm. (2.4)The thin lens equation, or Gauss' lens formula [20], expresses the relationshipbetween focal length and image points as

1

f
=

1

f1

+
1

f2

, (2.5)where f is the focal length of the lens, and f1 and f2 are the distances to theobject and the focused image, respectively. Using this equation, and solvingfor f1, the magni�cation in Equation 2.3 can be expressed in terms of the focallength and imaging distance as
m =

f

f2 − f
. (2.6)The circle of confusion can then be rewritten using Equations 2.2, 2.4, 2.6, and2.1 as

c =
1

N

| f3 − f2 |
f3

f2

f2 − f
. (2.7)2.4.3 Depth of �eldWhen perfectly focused, a point object will be focused to a point on the imagingplane. An ideal object can be considered an in�nite array of points, eachfocused to a corresponding point on the imaging plane. In reality, few objectsare perfectly plane, and not every point of the object will be in focus at thesame time. Depth of �eld, or depth of focus, is the lateral distance around thefocal point where the circle of confusion is smaller than the desired resolution13



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUNDof the �nal image. As can easily be realized from Equation 2.7, the diameterof the circle of confusion is proportional both to the aperture and the focallength of the lens. The depth of �eld for a schlieren set-up is dependent on thelevel of collimation, in the same way as the circle of confusion in Figure 2.4 isdependent on the aperture, and a simple estimate can be found by [31]
∆z =

δf1

d1

, (2.8)where ∆z is the depth of �eld, δ the acceptable circle of confusion, f1 the focallength of the collimating lens, and d1 the extent of the light source, or widthof the slit in the set-up (see Figure 2.8).2.4.4 Digital imagingThe di�erence between digital and analog imaging is the medium onto whichthe image is projected. In an analog camera, the light is collected on a photosensitive �lm, which is then processed to reveal an image. In a digital camerathe image is projected onto a light sensor, which is a matrix of photosites thatconvert incoming light to an electric charge proportional to the light inten-sity. Analog and digital cameras share the same basic optical and mechanicalconcepts though, but where �lm sensitivity is limited by grain size, the sensi-tivity of the sensor is instead limited by ampli�er noise. Amplifying a weaksignal will also amplify the noise from the electronics, generating a grainy resultwhich, while created by completely di�erent phenomena, is, in appearance, notentirely unlike that of the analog equivalent.The most common way to create color images is to place a �lter over thesensor so that the photosites only react to light of a certain wavelength. Onesuch �lter is the Bayer �lter [32], which separates the light into red, green andblue. To take advantage of the eye's greater resolving power with green light,twice as many green photosites are used. This layout can be seen in Figure 2.5.Each color is separated by a software creating three di�erent images withdi�erent levels of �ll � 25% for red and blue, 50% for green. These three imagesare then interpolated separately to �ll the empty spaces, and �nally overlaid tocreate a full resolution image with three color channels in each picture element,or pixel.Since the �nal image requires no chemical processing, it is possible to viewcaptured images immediately on a computer, or on screens on the camera body.Some cameras also feature live view, where the framing captured can be viewedon a screen before capture, rather than through an optical view�nder, whencomposing the photographs.2.4.5 RefractionWhile the speed of light in vacuum is a physical constant, it will vary whentransmitted through other media. It there depends on the material, and therelative speed can be expressed as the ratio the speed of light in vacuum, c0,and the phase velocity in the medium, vp, as
nD =

c0

vp

, (2.9)14
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Figure 2.5: Bayer color �lter layout of a digital image sensor.where nD is the index of refraction for the material.When light enters a medium with a refractive index di�erent from that ofits origin, it will change its direction according to the di�erence of the phasevelocity of the light in the two media, and the angle with which it enters. Thisis known as refraction [33], and the direction change follows [8]
ni sin (θi) = nt sin (θt) , (2.10)where ni and nt are the index of refraction for the incident and transmittedmedia, respectively, and θi and θt are the angles in relation to the interfacenormal, of the incident and transmitted rays, respectively, as illustrated inFigure 2.6. The refractive index of transparent media is generally a numberclose to, but greater than, one. The index of refraction of a material dependson the wavelength of the light, and the temperature, pressure, and compositionof the material [20].For specular re�ection, θr is equal to θi. From Equation 2.10 it is realizedthat the greater the di�erence in refractive index in a transition between twomaterials is, the greater the change in incident and transmitted rays. It is alsoclear that larger angles θi will result in larger angles θt. This simple relation isthe basis for all lens optics.For gases the refractive index, nD, can be expressed using the Gladstone-Dale relation [34]

nD = Kρ + 1, (2.11)where K is the Gladstone-Dale constant for the gas, and ρ is the density. Fromthis equation, it is seen that the refractive index will depend on the gas. Fromthe ideal gas law:
pV = nRT, (2.12)15
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Figure 2.6: Ray diagram of light incident, re�ected and transmitted at aninterface of media with di�erent indices of refraction. θi, θr and θt are theincident, re�ected and transmitted rays, respectively, and ni and nt are theindices of refraction for the materials. Here ni < nt.where p is the pressure, V the volume, n in this case is the amount of substanceof the gas (in moles), R the gas constant, and T the absolute temperature. Forthe sake of legibility, n is replaced by
n =

m

M
, (2.13)where m is the mass, and M the molar mass of the gas. From the de�nition ofdensity it is known that

ρ =
m

V
. (2.14)Using Equations 2.13, and 2.14, the ideal gas law (Equation 2.12) can now bewritten as

p = ρ
RT

M
, (2.15)or

ρ =
pM

RT
. (2.16)Using Equation 2.16, the Gladstone-Dale relation (Equation 2.11) can be rewrit-ten to express the refractive index in terms of pressure and temperature, as wellas molar mass, Gladstone-Dale constant and the gas constant

nD =
p

T

MK

R
+ 1. (2.17)Since di�erent gases have di�erent index of refraction, as do gasses of di�erentpressure or temperature as seen above and indicated in Table 2.1, a laminar16
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DisturbanceFigure 2.7: Schematic of basic shadowgraphing, with a refracted ray indicatedby the dotted line.plume of gas will generally behave as a weak lens with a simple structure. Aturbulent �ow of gas will also behave as a lens, but with a much more complextopography.Table 2.1: Index of refraction for sodium D-line (589.3 nm) for di�erent �uids.Unless noted, temperature is 273.15 K, and pressure 101 325 Pa.Substance Refractive index SourceAir 1.000 292 [35]Air (at 1800 K) 1.000 044 [36]He 1.000 035 [37]Ar 1.000 281 [37]N2 1.000 297 [37]Xe 1.000 702 [38]Butane (C4H10) 1.3326 [39]Water (H2O) 1.3330 [20]2.4.6 ShadowgraphingA basic way to visualize gas �ow in this case, is to use the fact that not only isthe gas exiting the nozzle di�erent from the surrounding air by composition, it isalso at di�erent temperature and pressure, and can be seen through di�erencesin the refractive index (Equation 2.17). All that is required, is fairly collimated17



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUNDlight passing through the disturbance and casting a shadow on a screen. Thismethod is called shadowgraphing. A simple schematic of a shadowgraphingsetup is shown in Figure 2.7, where a pointlike light source is placed in thefocal point of a lens which collimates the light, and the light is shone ontoa screen. If the light source is su�ciently small and distant (this dependingon the desired resolution), the collimating lens can be removed altogether. Adisturbance placed in the collimated beam will refract the light, resulting inlighter or darker areas on the screen. Areas that would have been illuminatedby a beam that has been refracted will be dark, and areas to where these beamsare refracted will now receive increased illumination, and become brighter. Thisphenomenon is not an uncommon occurrence in nature, and almost everyonewill have seen it before in shadows of lit candles, or light patterns in the bottomof a pool. The shadowgram is, however, not a focused image; it is merely ashadow of the disturbance. As such, its size depends on the distance betweenthe disturbance and the screen. While theoretically all that is required is asmall, bright, and distant light source, in practice, it follows from Equation 2.5,that the collimation is better with a small light source placed in the focal pointof a positive lens. This would be the equivalent of an in�nitely distant lightsource, and the blur of the image would be given by ld1/f1 [8], where l is thedistance between the disturbance and the screen, d1 the size of the light source,and f1 the focal length of the collimating lens as indicated in Figure 2.8. Asexpected, the smaller the light source, and the shorter the distance betweenthe disturbance and the screen, the sharper the image. That sharpness alsoincreases with the focal length of the collimating lens, can be realized by simpletrigonometry:
tan

(α

2

)

=
d1

2f1

, (2.18)where α is the extension of the light source as seen from the lens. Assuming asmall α, and d1 � f1, Equation 2.18 can be approximated as
α ≈ d1

f1

∼ 1

f1

. (2.19)The shadow cast on the screen will e�ectively be an image of the displacement ofthe rays from the disturbance in all directions. If the gradient of the disturbanceis constant, that is ∇2nD = 0, the de�ection angle of the rays will be the samefor the entire surface, and the screen will be evenly illuminated, even though allrays have been refracted. If there are any variations in the second derivative,the rays will refract di�erently, and the disturbance will be seen as deviationsfrom uniformity.2.4.7 Schlieren photographyA variation of the shadowgraphing technique was the invention of the schlierenmethod, which is generally attributed to Hooke in the late 1600s. As withmany of Hooke's inventions, it remained largely unused until rediscovered muchlater. In this case, it was reinvented and marketed by J.B. Leon Foucault andAugust Toepler independently in the late 1800s [31]. Toepler realized that themethod could be used for �ow visualization as well as testing lens glass fordefects (Hooke) and telescope mirrors for quality (Foucault). With the dawn18
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Figure 2.8: Basic shadowgraphing with relevant parameters marked.of supersonic �ight, high speed ballistics, and the space age in the middle ofthe 1900s, schlieren photography again became a very useful and powerful aidin understanding the e�ects of shock waves and high speed �ow.A simple schlieren set-up can be assembled using the light source from ashadowgraphing apparatus, but then a second lens, the schlieren lens, is placedbeyond the disturbance to focus the collimated beam onto a cut-o�, whilesimultaneously focusing an image of the disturbance onto a screen or imagingdevice. Since the light in the test area is collimated, emulating an in�nitelydistant light source, the focused image of this light source will be at the samedistance from the lens as the focal length (f2 = ∞ in Equation 2.5). Thedistance between the disturbance and the imaging plane is also given by thethin lens equation (Equation 2.5). To calculate the length of the set-up, fromthe disturbance to the focused image without additional lenses, the equation isrewritten as
f2 =

ff1

f1 − f
, (2.20)wherefrom the length l can be expressed as

l = f1 + f2 =
f2
1

f1 − f
. (2.21)To �nd the minimum length, the di�erential

0 =
dl

df1

=
f1 (f1 − 2f)

(f1 − f)
2

, f1 6= f (2.22)is used. Assuming a nontrivial solution, i.e. f1 6= 0, this gives f1 = f2 = 2fand lmin = 4f .For many applications, a razor blade will serve very well as a cut-o�. Intheory, the schlieren lens will focus the light onto a single point, but in practice19
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Figure 2.9: Simpli�ed schlieren set-up.this is never the case as all light sources will have an extension. Instead, therewill be a focused image of the light source, which can be obstructed to a varyingdegree by moving the cut-o� (here the razor blade) in or out of the focal pointto block more or less of the light. The image can then be focused onto a screendirectly, or, using a third focusing lens, to a screen or imaging device of adesired size. A schematic of the basic schlieren setup can be seen in Figure 2.9.As evident from Equation 2.19, it is desirable to have the largest possible focallength for the collimating lens. The same is true for the schlieren lens, as thesensitivity, or schlieren contrast, is directly proportional to this focal lengthaccording to
∆a = f2εy, (2.23)where ∆a is the displacement of the light caused by the disturbance, f2 thefocal length of the schlieren lens, and εy the displacement angle in a directionperpendicular to the knife edge cut-o� [31]. (Figure 2.9) The choice of focallength of the �rst lens will, to some extent, govern the choice of the secondlens, as the two lenses will function similar to a Kepler telescope and magnifythe image of the light source. From Equation 2.19, the angle from perfectcollimation, α, can be calculated. Using this angle, the size of the focusedimage of the light source can be calculated from

tan
(α

2

)

=
d2

2f2

, (2.24)where d2 is the extension of the image, and f2 the focal length of the secondlens. Now tan
(

α
2

) can be substituted from Equation 2.18 to give
d1

2f1

=
d2

2f2

, (2.25)or
d1

d2

=
f1

f2

, (2.26)20
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Figure 2.10: Standard Toepler schlieren set-up.where d1/d2 is the magni�cation. Because of the collimation of the light beam,this result is exactly the same as for a single lens (see Equation 2.3).In general, the extension of the light source in Figure 2.9 will be too largefor adequate collimation, which will result in poor image quality and sensitiv-ity [31]. To improve this, a condensing lens is usually placed after the lightsource to focus the light onto an aperture or slit which will then emulate apointlike (aperture), or extended pointlike (slit) light source, Figure 2.10. Acondensing lens with an f-number smaller than that of the collimating lensis usually chosen, to facilitate easier alignment, at the expense of some lightspillage. This set-up, with a knife edge cut-o�, is known as a Toepler schlierenapparatus, after August Toepler, its main advocate. By using variable aper-tures or slits, the degree of collimation can be adjusted depending on the dis-turbance to be visualized. The cut-o� needs to be microadjustable in twodimensions: longitudinally to ensure it is placed at the right distance from theschlieren lens (in the focal point), and laterally to adjust the amount of cut-o�,as this relates to the sensitivity and measuring range of the apparatus [31].The cut-o� can, in the case of the razor blade, be rotated around the opticalaxis of the set-up to visualize disturbances in di�erent directions, or, in colorschlieren methods, be replaced by various �lters, to separate light refracted indi�erent directions into di�erent colors.
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Chapter 3Materials and methodsThe experimental part of this study was carried out in three stages. The �rstwas designing and setting up the schlieren apparatus, the second was testingthe rocket chips, and the third and �nal was postprocessing and study of theimages. These stages were not distinctly separated, though, but rather per-formed in cycles, each time slightly improving on the results from the previousexperiment, being based on the experiences and results of these.3.1 Schlieren imagingA common problem with schlieren imaging is that of the �eld of view. To max-imize resolution and sensitivity, and to minimize aberrations, large f-numbersare desirable for all lenses or mirrors in the system. This quickly leads tovery large set-ups with very small viewing areas. As the phenomena of inter-est in this case were very small, the construction of a schlieren apparatus wasrelatively easy. For this study, viewing areas of only a few centimeters werenecessary, and the optical table available was su�ciently large to incorporatean in-line lens schlieren system with very little compromise regarding choice offocal lengths. A semi in-line set-up, similar to the Toepler schlieren apparatusdescribed in Figure 2.10, was constructed. The alteration was mainly due tothe design and placement of the light source. A schematic of this setup can beseen in Figure 3.1. Unless otherwise noted, all components in the set-up aremounted on ThorLabs 1/2� rigid posts, matching post holders, and ThorLabsBA1/M or BA2/M standard bases for rough lateral and longitudinal adjust-ment respectively. Lenses are mounted in matching metric mounts. For adetailed description of the components and their positioning, see Appendix A.3.1.1 Light sourceA 2 mW Helium-Neon laser as well as a 100 W, 12 V H3 halogen automotivelamp were tested brie�y, but the light source eventually used for this study was a1 kW quartz-tungsten-halogen (QTH) lamp (Newport Oriel 6317, Figure 3.2).The lamp housing has an integrated rear re�ector, and a 2� fused silica f /1condenser to maximize light output. Since the imaging equipment was onlycapable of capturing light in the visible spectrum, a water-cooled infrared �lter23
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Figure 3.1: Lekholm-Toepler schlieren set-up (not to scale).(Newport Liquid Filter 6127), and a high quality photographic ultra violet �lter(Hoya UV(0) HMC) were mounted in series directly on the focusing barrel andkept at room temperature (293 K) during the study sessions, for added safetyand to minimize excessive stress on the other optical components due to theextremely high power and broad spectral output from the lamp. A chromeplated silicon wafer mounted on a microadjustable rotational stage (ThorLabsPR01/M) was then placed as a removable front surface mirror to allow the lampto be used for di�erent projects concurrently without complete disassembly ofthe setup, while at the same time utilizing the entire length of the opticaltable for the schlieren apparatus. The light from the lamp after the condensinglens was pointwise collimated, but, due to the extent of the lamp �lament(5×18 mm), the light was in reality only quasi-collimated, as indicated by thetwo thicker beam lines in Figure 3.2 [40]. Another issue that needed to beaddressed was the rather severe spherical aberration introduced by the smallrelative aperture of the condensing lens in the lamp housing [40].3.1.2 CollimatorThe lamp housing (Figure 3.2) was already equipped with a condensing lensthat could collimate the beam, but due to its low quality and short focallength, this lens was inadequate for schlieren work. Because the light wasquasi-collimated to a 2� beam, lenses were chosen to match the diameter ofthis beam to use as much light as possible. In order to collimate the light suf-�ciently, an extended point light source was emulated by focusing the centralbeam from the lamp using a �x 300 mm f /5.9 lens onto a variable slit (Thor-Labs VS100/M), mounted on two translation stages (ThorLabs PT1/M) forX-Y microadjustment. After the slit, an identical 300 mm f /5.9 lens mounted24
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Figure 3.2: Newport Oriel 6317 1 kW QTH-lamp with housing and f /1 con-denser. Quasi-collimated light indicated by the two broader beam lines fromthe ends of the lamp �lament. (Reproduced with permission from NewportCorp.)
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CHAPTER 3. MATERIALS AND METHODSon a single translation stage (ThorLabs PT1/M) for X-adjustment then colli-mated the light through the test area, Figure 3.1. For higher resolution, andsince white light was used, achromatic doublets (ThorLabs AC508-300-A1)composed of two individual lens elements of di�erent refractive indices, oneconvex and one concave, fused together to minimize chromatic and sphericalaberration, were used. For the far-�eld experiments, a 1500 grit ground glassdi�user was placed immediately in front of the slit in order to eliminate aber-rations from the condensing lens in the lamp housing and uneven illuminationfrom the lamp �lament. For the near-�eld experiments, the collimating lenswas sometimes exchanged for a 12.7 mm f /5.9 lens (ThorLabs AC127-075-A1)in order to focus as much of the light as possible in the area of interest. Thiswas made at the expense of the quality of collimation (as per Equation 2.19).The collimating lens and variable slit can be seen in Figures 3.4 (and later in3.6).3.1.3 Test areaFor the studies of the rocket chips, a small cylindrical vacuum chamber withan inner diameter of 15 cm, and an internal height of 12.5 cm, Figure 3.3,was constructed. This chamber was mounted on the optical table with fourthreaded rods to four corners of the base plate. This made �ne adjustments ofthe height and tilt possible, as the chamber simply rested on four nuts. Thebottom plate was constructed to include an electrical feedthrough (up to 12pins would be used to connect the heaters on the rocket chips) with an externalfemale 25-pin RS232 connector, as well as 1/16� NPT-connections, one for thevacuum pump, and one for the gas to the rocket chip. The chamber had twoopposing 40 mm KF �anges �tted with sight glasses of high quality borosilicateglass. The bottom plate also featured a mounting hole for the rocket chip itselfvia a bracket, allowing some further adjustments of the position and angleof the rocket chip, relative to the two inspection windows in the chamber.The top of the chamber featured a mechanical manometer for pressure read-out. The top was also removable from the chamber to allow adjustment ofthe rocket chip with the chamber and inspection windows in place. Whenperforming atmospheric tests, the chamber was simply lifted o� the base toprevent pressure buildup in the chamber, and to keep the composition of theair around the rocket chip unchanged. When performing tests in vacuum, thechamber was replaced on the base and aligned to the beam, and then evacuatedusing an ULVAC G-5D oil rotary pump. Because the rocket chip was �xed inthe chamber, nearly all other adjustments were made at the cut-o� or to theimaging equipment. In order to minimize the length of the schlieren set-up, thetest area was placed at a distance of twice the focal length from the schlierenlens (minimizing l in Equation 2.21).The rocket chips were mounted in an aluminum �xture which secured thechip while at the same time ensuring power supply and gas connection tothe chip. The �xture was constructed from two halves � one containing theconnections, and the other simply a rear plate. The two halves were securedby four screws, one in each corner. To ensure that su�cient and uniform, yetnot excessive, force was applied, a U-shaped spacer was placed between thetwo halves of the �xture, Figure 3.4 (a). Aligning the chip in the �xture and26



3.1. SCHLIEREN IMAGINGthe two halves to each other are eight steel pins, two along each of the fouredges of the chip. The gas connection was accomplished by a 1/8” NPT elbowto 1/16” Swagelok tube connector (Swagelok part SS-100-2-2) at the bottom ofthe �xture, opposite to the rocket nozzle. The electrical probes were connectedto two 9-pin RS232 female connectors, one on either side of the �xture. Theup to six embedded heaters required a total of 12 connections, with one poleof each heater on either side of the central channel, and connections to thecorresponding side of the �xture, Figure 3.4 (b). A 14 mm wide groove wasmilled from the top edge of the �xture down to the edge of the rocket chip toprovide a path for the exhaust gas from the nozzle.The gas was routed through the aluminum plate via two male 1/16” NPTconnectors on either side of the plate with a 1/16” Swagelok tube connection onthe inside, and a 1/4” tube connection on the outside (Swagelok parts SS-100-1-1 and SS-400-1-1 respectively). The tube was connected via a 15 µm �lter(Swagelok SS-4F-15) and a quick release valve to the gas supply.3.1.4 Schlieren lensThe schlieren lens is a 400 mm f /7.9 achromatic doublet (ThorLabs AC508-400-A1), focusing the light to the schlieren cut-o�, while simultaneously focusingthe disturbance to the focusing lens (see Figure 2.9). Large focal lengths arechosen for all lenses to minimize aberrations, and sensitivity to minor errors inthe set-up, as well as to maximize sensitivity to the disturbance to be visualized.Ideally, the condensing and collimating lenses would both have been 400 mmf /7.9 lenses as well, but as space was limited, the focal length of the schlierenlens was deemed most important for the results. This compromise was minor interms of light source magni�cation (see Equation 2.26), and enabled use of theentire length of the optical table for maximum sensitivity (see Equation 2.23).In Figure 3.5, the schlieren lens, focusing the light (made visible by smoke fromliquid nitrogen) to the cut-o�, can be seen. The light is passing to the right ofthe razor blade in the picture.3.1.5 Schlieren cut-o�The common Toepler schlieren apparatus utilizes a standard razor blade as acut-o�. In this set-up it was a very natural choice since the light source afterthe �rst lens was more extended vertically than laterally, and the width of thebeam was adjustable with high precision. For most of the tests, a double edgedrazor blade, with one edge carefully aligned to the slit for even illumination, wasused. For color schlieren images, the razor blade was replaced with a two-color�lter with a central mask matched to the slit width. In both cases, the cut-o�was mounted on an X-Y-positioning �xture, ensuring accurate positioning ofthe cut-o� in the focal point, as well as enabling very precise adjustments ofthe amount of cut-o�. The �xture was mounted on a magnetic base to allowfree movement on the optical table as rough adjustment. The construction ofthe slit made rotation cumbersome, but, generally, the same results were eas-ily achieved by simply rotating the test subject in the �xture. To determinethe amount of schlieren cut-o�, a digital light meter (Robin RT24) was used,compared with no (0%) cut-o� in place, and calibrated to the ambient light-27
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Figure 3.3: Vacuum chamber used for the low-pressure studies of the rocketchips. On the bottom, the two gas feedthroughs can be seen, as well as a 25-pinRS-232 electrical connector. Here, the chamber is at ambient pressure, and notaligned to the base. Notice scale, resolution and precision of the manometer.28



3.1. SCHLIEREN IMAGING

(a)

(b)Figure 3.4: (a) Rocket chip (22×22 mm) in opened �xture. U-shaped spacerand the eight alignment pins surround the silicon chip. Rocket exhausts intothe milled groove in the bottom left of the picture. 6 connector pads on eitherside of the nozzle for heaters. (b) Rocket chip �xture (with heaters connected)mounted on base of vacuum chamber. Here, exhaust is vertical. Visible in thebackground are the collimating lens and variable slit.29
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Figure 3.5: Image of the schlieren lens and razor blade cut-o�. Liquid nitrogensmoke is used to make beam visible.ing. These measurements could also be performed by direct read-out from theadjustment screws on the positioning plate, but it was di�cult to get precisevalues for the end points of the focused light. Using the cameras light meterwas not as reliable, as parts of the image were obscured by the rocket �xture.The cut-o� with adjustable �xture is shown in Figure 3.5. For these studies,a cut-o� of 95-99% was used. This cut-o� was chosen to maximize sensitivityand contrast of the images, while maintaining a full measuring range.3.1.6 ImagingImaging was achieved in a few di�erent ways, all using a Sony α350 digitalSLR with a 14 MPix Bayer �ltered CCD sensor [32]. One was by focusing theimage onto a screen, which was then photographed. Another was to focus theimage onto a ground glass screen that was photographed from behind, enablingthe camera to be placed in-line with the optical center of the schlieren setup.This eliminated the perspective distortion in the �nal image, but required largeground glass screens or close focusing lenses (or both). The method used formost of the schlieren images, had the real image projected directly into the cam-era. Mainly two lenses were used: �rst a Sigma 50 mm f /2.8 EX DG Macrolens, then for the rocket studies, a Canon 50 mm f /1.8 FD lens mountedon a bellows, to enable much greater, and variable, magni�cation. The lensand bellows were mounted via a mount adapter manufactured from the bodycap of the Sony camera, and the mount from a Canon F-1 SLR. The cameraand bellows were mounted to the optical table using a specially made tripodthread adapter. In order to minimize camera movement during exposure, andto avoid disturbing the camera between shots, the shutter was remotely trig-gered by Hama RF or Minolta wired remotes. This was essential for the later30



3.2. TEST SERIESpostprocessing of the images. Unless otherwise noted, all images in the resultssection were captured using the Canon 50 mm f /1.8 lens at the largest aper-ture (f /1.8), and bellows, with the image focused directly into the camera. Atthe maximum magni�cation, used in near �eld studies, the lens and bellowscombination magni�ed the image approximately 3.6 times, imaging an area of4.5×7 mm. The magni�cation in the far �eld images is adapted depending onthe orientation of the jet in relation to the camera. Generally the width orheight of the image is adjusted to match the width of the 14 mm milled groovein the �xture.3.1.7 Optical tableThe entire set-up was mounted on a 3×1.5 m metric optical table top (MellesGriot 07 OTR 517) on four vibration isolators (Melles Griot 07 OTI 053).The evenly spaced holes o�ered a very good rough guide for the alignmentand spacing of the components, and the mounting holes provided stable andreliable support for the set-up. The additional damping that the vibrationisolators would have provided if in�ated, was not necessary.3.2 Test seriesAfter various preliminary tests with di�erent gases and nozzle shapes to tuneand verify the function of the schlieren apparatus, the actual test of the rocketchips could commence. In total, 7 rocket chips were borrowed from NanoSpacefor this study, Table 3.1. Rockets #2, 3, and 4 had 6 silicon coil heaters, as seenin Figure ??, rocket chips #5, 6, and 7 had 3 DLC (diamond-like carbon) spiralheaters, as seen in Figure 3.7. The objective of the studies was to qualitativelyevaluate gas jet behavior under di�erent conditions. The silicon coil heatedchips (numbers 2, 3, and 4 in Table 3.1) had six heaters, and the DLC coilheated chips (numbers 5, 6 and 7) had three spiral diamond-like carbon coilheaters in-line in the gas channel. All rocket chips were designed to use xenongas as propellant. Table 3.1: Rocket chips used in tests [18]Rocket chip # Type1 unknown2 SILICON COIL 33 SILICON COIL 24 SILICON COIL 35 DLC COIL 26 DLC COIL 27 DLC COIL 1The rocket �xture was mounted via four holes in one side to a bracketspecially constructed for the purpose. The bracket was then mounted to athreaded hole in an aluminum plate. This plate doubled as the bottom ofthe vacuum chamber used in the later tests. The bracket was constructed31
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Figure 3.6: Final setup. From bottom right to top left: variable slit, colli-mating lens, test area, schlieren lens, cut-o�, and camera with mounted lensand bellows. Between the variable slit and the 50.8 mm collimating lens, thealternate 12.7 mm collimating lens is visible, in this case lowered out of thebeam. For further details, see Appendix A.1.32



3.2. TEST SERIESto allow two-axis adjustment of the rocket chip �xture, as well as rotation inthe horizontal plane. The construction of the bracket did not in itself ensureperfectly vertical positioning of the �xture, so care was needed when mountingthe �xture to the bracket. Each rocket chip was marked near its nozzle toidentify the type of chip.3.2.1 Studies at atmospheric pressureExperiments were conducted at atmospheric pressure in order to better predictthe behavior of the rocket chip in later tests. These studies were also to verifythe function and optimize the use of the schlieren set-up with regard to rocketchip placement, and establish cut-o� percentage for optimum image quality.Tests with and without the vacuum chamber in place were also conducted inorder to determine any e�ects the vacuum chamber and sight glasses could haveon the �nal images. In order to accurately focus the image of the disturbance, a0.3 mm copper wire was placed just above the nozzle. This ensured that focuswas on the correct part of the test area, as the �xture was several centimetersthick.� Rocket chips numbers 1, 2, 3 and 6 were studied� Helium, nitrogen and xenon gas was used� Near and far �eld images were captured� Flow was studied with cut-o� either parallel to, or perpendicular to �owThe jet exhaust of the rocket chips were photographed with inlet pressuresranging from 0.5 to 3.5 bar (gauge pressure) in steps of 0.5 bar, maintainingthe atmospheric pressure at the outlet. Images were acquired with slower andfaster shutter speeds. Slower (1/60 s, ISO 100) to minimize sensor noise whilemaintaining exposure values, faster (1/1000 s, ISO 1600) to enable more timeresolved visualization of the behavior of the gas. A comparison was also madebetween images captured with vacuum chamber and sight glasses present, andwith vacuum chamber removed to determine any e�ects of the chamber on theresults.3.2.2 Studies in vacuumThe rocket chips used in the atmospheric tests (#1, 2, 3 and 6) were againstudied, but this time in low vacuum (approximately 3 kPa). One at a time,the rocket chips were mounted on the base, and the vacuum chamber was placedover the �xture and carefully aligned to the beam (see Figure 3.3). Focus wasachieved at atmospheric pressure with the chamber top removed, and once thiswas satisfactory, the top was put in place, and the chamber evacuated.As in the atmospheric tests, the chips were tested with several di�erent gases(helium, nitrogen, and xenon) at di�erent inlet pressures, this time starting at-0.5 bar gauge pressure, and ending at 3.5 bar in steps of 0.5 bar.These tests were repeated with the rocket chip placed horizontally andvertically in order to study the exhaust jet with the cut-o� parallel to, as wellas perpendicular to, the �ow. In addition, the �xture was modi�ed to enable33



CHAPTER 3. MATERIALS AND METHODSvisualization from the side. This was accomplished by removing the spacerbetween the two halves of the �xture, and replacing it with washers in thefour corners. This opened a narrow channel above the chip nozzle where theexhaust could be seen.3.2.3 Studies with heaters activatedIn order to fully examine the behavior of the rocket chips, studies with theheaters turned on were also conducted. As can be seen in Table 3.1, twodi�erent types of heaters were used: silicon coils and DLC coils. Figure ?? andFigure 3.7, respectively.� Rocket chips numbers 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 were studied� Xenon gas was used� When activated, heater 1 (closest to the nozzle) was connected separatelyto 13.6 V at 71.9 mA (0.98 W), whereas heaters 2 and 3 were connectedin parallel to 13.6 V at 204 mA (2.77 W total)Tests were conducted with no heaters active, only the heater closest to thenozzle active, and all heaters active. These tests were conducted at both at-mospheric pressure and in vacuum (3 kPa). Since heaters were not to be usedwithout su�cient cooling, images were captured at 3.5 bar inlet gauge pressureat atmospheric pressure, and 3 bar inlet gauge pressure in vacuum.3.2.4 Additional studiesExperiment with the color schlieren methodExperiments were also brie�y conducted using rocket chip #3 at atmosphericpressure with helium gas to determine what extra information could be gainedby replacing the Toepler schlieren cut-o� � a razor blade � with a two-partcolor cut-o�. This was easily done by simply taping two photographic gel�lters together, in this case Kodak Wratten Gelatin �lters numbers 58 (green)and 25 (red). The colors were chosen for maximum contrast, and to match theBayer �lter 2.5 in the camera for maximum resolution. The two parts of the�lter were connected by a narrow strip (0.7 mm) of electrical tape, which alsoserved as the schlieren cut-o�. The color �lter was secured to the razor blade inorder to use the same translation stage for accurate positioning of the cut-o�,but the level of cut-o� was now controlled by adjusting the width of the slit.The cut-o� can be seen in Figure 3.8, with the projected image of the slit seencentered on the black tape strip.Schlieren in waterIn order to study the versatility of the schlieren apparatus, an experimentwas carried out with schlieren photography through water. A piezoelectricsonar element intended for the microsubmarine in the DADU (Deeper Access,Deeper Understanding [41]) project was photographed at its 666 kHz operatingfrequency, with 10 V signal amplitude. The images were then compared withtheoretical values as well as with Comsol Multiphysics simulations.34



3.3. DATA PROCESSING

PSfrag replacements 500 µmFigure 3.7: Microrocket chip with two DLC coil heaters visible. Convergent-divergent nozzle to the left, gas �ow direction right to left. Actual size ofimaged area is approximately 3.5×2.5 mm.3.3 Data processingThe images acquired were 4592×3056 pixel RGB channel JPEG images. Asonly the intensity data was of interest when using the Toepler schlieren method,the three color channels were simply added together to create a gray-scaleimage one third of the original �le size. Due to the often extremely highspeed of the exhaust gas, even the fastest shutter speed available in the camerawould render a mean value of the disturbance. For this reason, the shutterspeed was generally not an issue, and several images of the same �ow couldbe overlaid without signi�cant loss of detail. In order to produce the bestpossible visualization of the gas exhaust shape, it was important to eliminate asmuch of the static noise as possible. This was accomplished by using referenceimages without disturbances, and subtracting these from the signal images.This compensated for uneven background illumination, and dust particles onthe lenses, mirrors, sight glasses, etc. Unlike methods using the ratio betweensignal and background [42], this method scaled the disturbance linearly. Imageediting software typically truncated intensities to 8 bit unsigned integers, socare had to be taken not to lose information below 0 or above 255 when usingthis method.When processing color schlieren images, the color channels could not beadded together without loss of information. To take full advantage of theimaging equipment and the color schlieren method when using digital sensors,it was best to match the color �lters of the cut-o� to the color �lters of the35
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Figure 3.8: Color schlieren cut-o� mounted on the Toepler schlieren cut-o� (arazor blade). The image of the slit is seen in the center of the black strip, andthe camera is visible in the background.
36



3.3. DATA PROCESSINGsensor. This would also, generally, match the color channels of the saved image,making individual optimization of the channels very easy.In the early stages of the development of the method, exposure was set inthe camera, and the images were used more or less unprocessed. As the demandon sensitivity and resolution increased, and the observed area became smallerand smaller, the available light quickly decreased, necessitating more and moreintrusive postprocessing techniques in order to visualize the results. The view-ing area of the lens and bellows at maximum magni�cation, was an area ofabout 4.5 mm by 7 mm, and the fastest available shutter speed of the camerawas 1/4000 s (250 µs), which lead to the resulting images being averages of themovement of the gas. At sonic speeds, the gas would travel 85 mm, or morethan 10 times the length of the captured image, in that time. This meant thatshutter speed only a�ected images of very slowly �owing gases. The longer theshutter speed, the more noise would be registered by the sensor due to heatbuild-up from the ampli�ers, and higher ISO would also noticeably increasenoise. Therefore images from shorter exposures were overlaid. A referenceimage obtained with the same settings (but no gas �ow) was then subtractedfrom the images with �ow on, in order to remove static disturbances such asuneven background illumination or dust on the lenses. This was done in Mat-Lab to ensure that no data was lost. The same procedure could be done withGimp (GNU Imaging Manipulation Program), but in each step the data wastruncated to 8-bit unsigned integers (0-255). Using MatLab the images weretransformed to double precision variable matrices to retain all the informationuntil exporting the image to a bitmap in the last step. Because the signal wasvery weak, after the subtraction of the background, the contrast was stretchedto optimum exposure. The work �ow for processing of one image was thus1. Three JPEG images without gas �ow (background) were loaded in Mat-Lab as 4592×3056×3 8 bit integer matrices2. The three integer matrices were converted to double precision elementmatrices3. The three matrices were added together to create a single matrix4. The three color channels of the resulting matrix were added together tocreate a 2-D matrix5. Steps 1 through 4 were repeated for three images with gas �ow (signal)6. Background matrix was subtracted from signal matrix7. Minimum value of the matrix was located and shifted (by addition orsubtraction) to zero8. Maximum value of the matrix was located and stretched or compressed(by multiplication by 255/max(matrix)) to 2559. Double precision matrix was converted to unsigned 8 bit integer matrix10. Matrix was exported to loss-less image format, such as BMP or PNG.37



CHAPTER 3. MATERIALS AND METHODSAs only intensity information is relevant using the Toepler schlieren method, thethree color channels are simply added together in step 4. This can of coursenot be done when using color schlieren methods described in Section 3.2.4.Instead, the red and green color channels were processed separately, and theblue channel discarded.
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Chapter 4Results
Figure 4.1: Visible inthe bottom right mar-gin, starting in Chap-ter 1, is a �ip-book an-imation of the start-upsequence of rocket chip#6 in atmospheric am-bient pressure. The se-ries is a 2 frames persecond capture of theexhaust, as the inletpressure increases from0 to 3 bar gauge pres-sure. Notice how the�ow is initially unsta-ble, until �nally stabi-lizing and narrowing asthe pressure increases.Images depict an areaof 12.5×8.3 mm.

Visualizing gas �ow, i.e., gas in motion, is a balancing act between freezingthe motion of the gas in order to preserve as much �ne detail as possible, andvisualizing time averaged behavior in order to understand the general �ow char-acteristics in given circumstances. Once the images have been captured, theproblem of representation remains. How is a rapid dynamic process presentedin still images on paper? One method can be seen in Figure 4.1, showing thestart-up sequence of a rocket chip in atmospheric pressure. Notice the largedi�erences between individual images, even though they are captured at veryclose intervals.4.1 Schlieren imagingPreliminary tests with imaging of gas �ow, projected on a ground glass screencan be seen in Figure 4.2. Removing the screen, increased the transmittedlight by approximately 3.5 EV and resolved �ner detail, but introduced severevignetting (the black edges), and some unevenness in the background illumi-nation as seen in Figure 4.3. This unevenness is due to aberrations from thecondensing lens in the lamp housing, as well as inhomogenities in the lightfrom the light source due to the spiral �lament. Placing a �ne ground glassscreen immediately in front of the slit, alleviated this, but reduced illuminanceby approximately 2.5 EV.4.2 Test seriesUnless otherwise noted, all photographs were captured using a Sony α350 digitalSLR, with a Canon FD 50 mm f/1.8 lens mounted on a bellows via a mountadapter to the camera.4.2.1 Studies at atmospheric pressureThe �rst tests were conducted in atmospheric ambient pressure using rocketchip #1. This chip was plugged, and would not let any discernible amountsof gas through at any pressure up to 3.5 bar, which was the maximum tested,39
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Figure 4.2: Butane from a lighter, passed through a 27 gauge hypodermicneedle. Cropped from a photograph through a ground glass focusing screenusing a Sigma 50 mm f /2.8 Macro lens. Field of view is 24×24 mm.
and was promptly replaced by chip #2. However, before any tests could beconducted on this chip, a massive leak was discovered. Disassembly of the�xture revealed an almost complete delamination of the chip. The �xturewas cleaned and chip #3 was mounted. Here, the �rst images of the jet �owwere acquired. A leak that made imaging at atmospheric pressure di�cult wasdiscovered, wherefore the tests were repeated with rocket chip #6. Figure 4.1shows the start-up behavior of rocket chip #6. The sequence is a 2 framesper second capture of the rocket with the cut-o� parallel to the exhaust, as thegauge pressure of xenon gas is increased from 0 to 3 bar. The result is visualizedas a �ip-book animation starting in Chapter 1. The results from rocket chip#3 with helium gas at 1, 2, and 3.5 bar, can be seen in Figures 4.4 (a), (b)and (c), depicting the jet �ow with cut-o� parallel to the jet exhaust. Theleakage can be seen as unevenness of the background illumination, particularlyat the highest pressure. This is because the leak causes a higher concentrationof helium close to the rocket chip. See also Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.4. A list ofthe �ndings regarding the rocket chips is compiled in Table 4.1.40



4.2. TEST SERIES

Figure 4.3: Xenon gas through a 27 gauge hypodermic needle, part of beamde�ected by a 21 gauge hypodermic needle. Cropped from photograph us-ing a Sigma 50 mm, f /2.8 lens at maximum magni�cation. Field of view is15×19 mm.
41



CHAPTER 4. RESULTSTable 4.1: Rocket chips used in testsRocket chip # Type Note1 unknown plugged2 SILICON COIL 3 delaminated3 SILICON COIL 2 No functional heaters, leakage4 SILICON COIL 3 plugged5 DLC COIL 2 No functional heaters6 DLC COIL 2 Heater 1 nonfunctional, leakage7 DLC COIL 1 Small chip near nozzleAt low inlet pressure, the exhaust jet is seen to stick to one side. As thepressure increases slightly, the jet straightens out, and narrows as the pres-sure reaches the maximum tested, Figure 4.1 and 4.4. A schlieren image ofrocket chip #6 using xenon gas can be seen in Figure 4.5, which also shows anindication of a leak to the left of the nozzle (above the nozzle, in the image).With the cut-o� perpendicular to the �ow, the edges of the exhaust were lessvisible, but instead other details in the �ow could be visualized. As mentionedin Section 3.3, the �ow was very fast, and these details, unless stationary, weregenerally lost due to motion blur. At atmospheric pressure, the speed of theexhausted gas is still relatively low, and faster shutter speeds did resolve moredetail. Because of the higher ISO required to maintain the same exposurevalue, some of this detail was lost due to noise. In Figure 4.6, the gas jet fromrocket chip #3 is shown, photographed with the cut-o� perpendicular to the�ow.These results were the same regardless of the gas used, but the visibility ofthe exhaust was related to the di�erence in refractive index of the gas from therocket, and the surrounding medium. In air, xenon gas was easiest to visualize,closely followed by helium. Nitrogen was very di�cult to see at all due to itsrefractive index di�erence of only 6 · 10−6, compared to the ∆nD of xenon of
4 · 10−4 and helium of 2.6 · 10−4 (see Table 2.1).When the vacuum chamber cover was placed over the test area, but withoutengaging the vacuum pump, the �ow would become less and less visible asthe surrounding air became increasingly dominated by the exhaust gas, and
∆nD approached zero. No measurable light absorption was observed in thesight glasses of the vacuum chamber. However, some internal re�ections werenoticed. The diameter of the sight glasses was slightly less than the diameterof the collimated beam, but still much larger than the areas of interest. Noother detrimental e�ects of the vacuum chamber were noticed, with respect toadjustments or obstructions.4.2.2 Studies in vacuumThe capacity of the pump was rather low, and the chamber was designed withonly low vacuum in mind. This lead to a very quickly constructed � and forthe purpose fully functional � vacuum chamber, but the sealing, particularlyaround the electrical connector, was not perfect. These tests were conductedat 3 kPa vacuum, as consistent and reliable pressures below this level were not42



4.2. TEST SERIES

(a)

(b)

(c)Figure 4.4: Rocket chip #3, helium gas, cut-o� parallel to jet. (a) 1 bar gaugepressure. (b) 2 bar gauge pressure. (c) 3.5 bar gauge pressure. The appearanceof the background is due to leaking gas. Field of view is 21×14 mm.43
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Figure 4.5: Schlieren image of rocket chip #6 at 3 bar gauge pressure, cut-o�perpendicular to jet �ow. 1/200 s exposure time, ISO 400. Field of view is7×4.5 mm.

Figure 4.6: Rocket chip #3 photographed with cut-o� perpendicular to �ow.1/1000 s exposure time, ISO 1600. Notice the darker area close to the nozzledue to leakage. Field of view is 21×14 mm.44
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Figure 4.7: Rocket chip #3 in vacuum, cut-o� parallel to exhaust jet. Thelighter area to the left of the jet is due to leaking gas. Field of view is 7×4.5 mm.possible.In vacuum, the visibility of the di�erent gases was di�erent from that inatmospheric pressure, as vacuum has an index of refraction de�ned as 1. Thismeant that, again, xenon was easiest to see with a ∆nD of 7·10−4, but this timefollowed by nitrogen with an refractive index di�erence of 3 ·10−4. Helium wasextremely di�cult to visualize due to a ∆nD of 3.5 · 10−5 (see Table 2.1). Thestudies in vacuum, using chip #3, revealed the source of the leak discovered inthe atmospheric tests. In Figure 4.7, the leak can be seen as a lighter area tothe left of, and separate from, the main jet.The tests at step-wise increasing pressure show a behavior signi�cantly dif-ferent from that at atmospheric pressure. The gas jet was straight and narroweven at the lowest pressure, and then became increasingly distinct as the inletpressure increased. The erratic behavior of the jet at atmospheric pressurewas not observed. An image of rocket chip #6 at 3 bar gauge pressure can beseen in Figure 4.8. No apparent di�erences were noticed with shorter exposuretimes.When visualizing the jet with the cut-o� perpendicular to the �ow, thesituation was again di�erent. The details in the jet now seemed to be stationary,and could easily be visualized even with relatively long exposure times. Thistime, the images with cut-o� perpendicular to the �ow resolved more detail,than with the parallel cut-o�. Notice the cross pattern in the jet in Figure 4.9.The picture is a near-�eld image of rocket chip #3 at 3 bar gauge pressurexenon in 3 kPa vacuum. The cut-o� is perpendicular to the �ow.The studies of the symmetry were unsuccessful, as the pins used to secureand align the rocket chip and the two halves of the �xture (see Figure 3.4 (a))obscured 2 mm of the view above the nozzle, which in turn is already slightly45
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Figure 4.8: Image of jet exhaust from rocket chip #6 in vacuum with cut-o�perpendicular to �ow. Field of view is 12.5×8.3 mm.

Figure 4.9: Rocket chip #3 in vacuum. Study with cut-o� perpendicular tojet. Field of view is 7×4.5 mm. 46



4.2. TEST SERIESrecessed from the edge in the silicon chip. These 2 mm are the approximateextent of the pressure disks observed from the other angles. The di�cultieswere further compounded by the fact that the width of the gap between the twohalves of the �xture was only 1.4 mm once the spacer was removed. Comparedwith the depth of 50 mm of the �xture from this direction, this made perfectalignment extremely di�cult to achieve, and even then, due to the level ofcollimation, the internal re�ections between the two halves of the �xture causedmore than acceptable disturbances in the image.4.2.3 Studies with heaters activatedAs detailed in Table 4.1, the heaters in rocket chip #3 were found to be non-conducting, so no further tests could be performed with this chip. Rocket #4was veri�ed to have functional heaters, but did not permit any gas to passthrough when mounted. Rocket chip #5 again, had no functioning heaters.Rocket chip #6 had two of three heaters functional, but the most importantone, the one closest to the nozzle, was non-conducting. Therefore, for thesetests, rocket chip #7 was chosen for its three functioning heaters, in spite of asmall chipping damage at the edge very near the nozzle. This damage can beseen in Figure 4.10, just above the exhaust jet (c.f. Figure 4.9).At atmospheric pressure, there was a noticeable di�erence in the sound ofthe exhaust when the heaters were activated, but no visible di�erence from theimages without heaters active. Figure 4.10 shows crops of the near-�eld imagesfrom rocket chip #7 at 3 bar gauge pressure at the inlet. All three images showsimilar behavior.Figure 4.11 shows a graph of the intensity of the processed schlieren imagesalong a one-pixel wide horizontal centerline of the jet. The gray line is theintensity, with the uniform gray of the �xture to the left, and the periodicintensity �uctuation of the gas exhaust slowly fading to a nearly smooth line.The red line is a 50 point moving average of the intensity to compensate forsome of the noise in the image. From these graphs, the distance between thepressure maxima can be measured, and using the known size of the depictedarea, translated to distances. The total length of the graph is approximately7 mm. A total length of 4592 pixels gives a linear resolution of 660 pixels/mm,or 1.5 µm/pixel. Averaged between three measurements, the distances betweenthe peaks are 0.64 mm with no active heaters, 0.57 mm with one active heater,and 0.54 mm with all heaters active.4.2.4 Additional studiesColor schlierenThe brief study with color schlieren photography was conducted, but withoutreplacing or altering the collimating slit, the only reasonable cut-o� was a two-color lateral �lter. In practice, the result was very similar to a regular Toeplercut-o�, but instead of light and dark, the refraction was now separated into twodi�erent colors. In Figure 4.12, rocket chip #3 has been photographed usingthe color schlieren cut-o� seen in Figure 3.8. This is at atmospheric pressure,and, as was discussed in Section 4.2.1, the image is a time average of the jet. InFigure 4.12 (a), the di�erent directions of refraction can be seen as green and47
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(a)
(b)
(c)Figure 4.10: Rocket chip #7 during heater tests. 3 bar gauge pressure, xenongas, vacuum ambient pressure. (a) No heaters active. (b) Heater nearest nozzleactive (0.98 W). (c) All three heaters active (3.75 W). Cropped from maximummagni�cation images. Field of view is 4.6×1.5 mm.
48
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(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)Figure 4.11: Intensity graphs of rocket chip #7 at centerline of jet in Fig-ures 4.10(a), (b) and (c). (a) indicating measurement line. (b) No heatersactivated. (c) Heater nearest nozzle active (0.98 W). (d) All three heatersactive (3.75 W). Field of view is 7×1.5 mm.49



CHAPTER 4. RESULTSred �elds. In Figure 4.12 (b), the cut-o� is perpendicular to the �ow, so thejet is di�cult to distinguish, but instead the leakage is clearly seen as a largegreen area. This image may be compared with the Toepler cut-o� image of thesame phenomenon in Figure 4.6, but acquired with a faster shutter speed.Schlieren in waterThe cursory studies of a microsonar that veri�ed the function and agreementwith simulation of an element to be used in a microsubmarine project (DADU� Deeper Access, Deeper Understanding [41]). Figure 4.13 (a) shows a schlierenimage of a 666 kHz wave from a piezoelectric sonar element. Figure 4.13 (b)shows a comparison of the same image with a Comsol Multiphysics simulationof pressure overlaid. Because schlieren photography visualizes the pressuregradient rather than absolute pressure, the frequency is twice the simulated.
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(a)

(b)Figure 4.12: Rocket chip #3 photographed with a dual color schlieren cut-o�.(a) Cut-o� parallel with �ow. (b) Cut-o� perpendicular to �ow. The leakagecan be seen as a green area in both images. Field of view is 21×14 mm.
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(a)

(b)Figure 4.13: Schlieren images of a sonar element in water, operating at 666 kHz.(a) Image processed for maximum contrast. Field of view is 20×14 mm. (b)Image with Comsol Multiphysics simulation partially overlaid. Field of view is14×14 mm. 52



Chapter 5DiscussionThe study �nally conducted was rather di�erent from the study �rst envi-sioned. Certain parts, such as early discussions regarding IR schlieren andhigh speed imaging were discarded, and other parts, such as vacuum tests andcolor schlieren were introduced. The workload itself was also di�erent from theone anticipated, in that the rocket chip tests were rather easily conducted, butthe postprocessing and development of the techniques necessary were far morecumbersome and time consuming. All in all, the results were very interestingand the schlieren method proved to be both powerful and useful. While theplugged chips and defective heaters can be detected by other means, anomaliesin the jet behavior would likely go undetected without visualization of the �ow.5.1 Schlieren imagingThe improvements in the schlieren arrangement were incremental, each timeidentifying the weakest link in order to ameliorate sensitivity and resolution,both spatial and in time. Initial tests were performed with existing biconvexsinglet lenses with holders from an educational laser setup, creating a simpleyet functional schlieren apparatus utilizing a candle, and later a 2 mW laser, aslight source, and very easily distinguishable phenomena as disturbances (e.g.candle �ames, butane from a lighter, etc.). This was done to gain a fundamentalunderstanding of the basics of schlieren imaging, and to allow some veri�cationof the theory that was studied simultaneously. It was very inspiring to quicklyobtain results with very simple means. Once this system was perfected (asmuch as the material and existing focal lengths would permit), the entire setupwas moved onto an optical table in the laboratory of ÅSTC. This very roughmock-up was the foundation for the set-up used later, based on calculations,and building upon experience from the inferior optics used until then. The �nalset-up was a slight variation of the Toepler schlieren apparatus, Figure 2.10,mainly due to the construction and placement of the light source. As theschlieren method was further developed, disturbances which were originallythought to be impossible to visualize, were readily apparent in the pictures.Because of the size of the disturbances, there was no bene�t in using a mirrorschlieren set-up, neither in price nor performance. The available space was only53



CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSIONa minor limitation, and did not pose a restriction on the type of set-up used.5.1.1 Light sourceWith the schlieren setup, almost all of the light is lost in each step along theway: from the lamp itself, via the slit and the cut-o�. This means that ahigh intensity light source and a very sensitive imaging device are both veryimportant.Initially, candles were used as light sources, but these were soon replacedby a 2 mW helium-neon laser for a huge boost in usable light output. Replac-ing the candles and the 2 mW laser as a light source, were a 12 V, 100 Wautomotive halogen lamp and a 1 kW quartz-tungsten-halogen (QTH) lamp,Figure 3.2. This change from a coherent, monochromatic light source (laser)not only eliminated a lot of di�raction artifacts, it also increased the illumi-nance enormously. The automotive lamp was discarded in favor of the QTHlamp, primarily due to the housing. Even though the automotive lamp had amuch smaller �lament (approximately 1×5 mm compared with the 5×18 mmof the QTH lamp), the output per area of the lamp was similar to that of theQTH lamp. Taking into account also the lamp housing with a rear re�ectorand condensing lens, the di�erence was quite large in favor of the QTH lamp.Unfortunately, because of the small relative aperture of the condenser,rather severe spherical aberration was introduced. The light from the lampafter the condensing lens was pointwise collimated, but, as indicated by thetwo thicker arrows in Figure 3.2, due to the extent of the lamp �lament thelight was only quasi-collimated. The collimation could have been improvedslightly with a larger condensing lens, but that would have required modi�ca-tion of the housing. A less powerful light with a smaller �lament would havebeen just as good, and an arc discharge lamp which o�ers very high intensitylight from a very small source would have been a huge improvement. It isnot unlikely that the automotive lamp, together with a purpose-built housing,similar to the QTH lamp housing, may have been as good but at a much lowerinitial cost. On the other hand, the QTH source is more versatile, and used inmany other projects.The chrome plated silicon wafer was used to re�ect the light along the lengthof the table. The silicon wafer ensured an extremely �at surface, but the coatingwas chosen for convenience rather than optical quality. An aluminum coatingwould have been better, but for optimum re�ectivity, silver would have beenthe best choice.5.1.2 CollimatorThe condensing lens in the lamp housing, Figure 3.2, intended to collimatethe beam, was inadequate for schlieren work. Because the light was quasi-collimated to a 2� beam, lenses were chosen to match the diameter of this beam.In order to collimate the light su�ciently, an extended point light source wasemulated by focusing the central beam from the lamp using a 300 mm f /5.9lens onto a variable slit. The variable slit could have been replaced with an irisdiaphragm. This would have allowed more exotic color cut-o�s, and simpli�edstudies in several directions of cut-o�, but would not allow nearly the same54



5.1. SCHLIEREN IMAGINGprecision of adjustments. Beyond the slit, another 300 mm f /5.9 lens thencollimated the light through the test area. In this setup, achromatic doubletswere chosen for optimal optical quality. Singlets with matching meniscus lensescould have been used at a lower lens cost with only slightly inferior results, butsince very few, if any, �xtures, mounts, posts and bases were available, thetotal material cost would have been higher. The speci�cations were slightlylimited by what was available through standard channels within reasonabletime frames, as well as, to some extent, by the size of the optical table.Initially, a 1500 grit ground glass di�user was placed immediately in frontof the slit in order to eliminate aberrations and non-uniform illumination fromthe lamp �lament. As the �eld of view was reduced, and postprocessing tech-niques were developed, this became less and less of a problem, and the di�usercould be removed, while maintaining su�ciently uniform background illumi-nation for high-resolution schlieren photography. The removal of the di�userresulted in a gain of approximately 2.5 EV [31] light, which, for the near �eldstudies, was far more important than the resulting non-uniform illumination.The postprocessing method developed, could to a large extent compensate forthat. To increase the transmitted light, the collimating lens was exchanged fora 12.7 mm f /5.9 achromatic doublet for some of the near-�eld images in orderto focus as much of the light as possible on the area of interest. This was atthe expense of the quality of collimation (as per Equation 2.19), and requireda narrower slit. Hence, some of the advantage gained was lost.With a di�erent light source, or a di�erent enclosure for the current source,the collimation could have been slightly better. For larger �elds of view, adi�erent light source would have been an absolute necessity. Without replacingthe light source, only the choice of lenses could have been improved upon, buthere the limitation is instead the size of the optical table. The advantage in lightgained with the smaller collimating lens was minor after reducing the widthof the slit. The advantage of more light could be found in the faster shutterspeeds possible for the same exposure, and increased sensitivity. However, asthe most relevant environment to study the rocket chips in was vacuum, themotion of the gas was much too fast to capture, even with the fastest availableshutter speed.5.1.3 Test areaInitially, the subject of the study was mounted on an X-Y-Z translating tablein order to precisely position the sample in the test area, as well as to focusthe image of the disturbance on a �xed ground glass focusing screen. FromEquation 2.8, the depth of �eld for this setup can be estimated to be lessthan 1 mm. With some modi�cations to the positioning of the lenses, thefocusing could be moved to the imaging part of the setup, and the test areawas �xed in position. This made imaging much easier, as once the samplewas in place, nearly all other adjustments were made at the cut-o� or to theimaging equipment.In the vacuum chamber, the possibility of focusing by moving the samplewas no longer an option, and the movable (yet stable) camera became a neces-sity rather than a convenience. The vacuum chamber was built mainly fromexisting parts, but with a completely new bottom plate. This enabled testing55



CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSIONat atmospheric pressure and in vacuum with no remounting or repositioningof the rocket chip necessary. When performing atmospheric tests, the chamberwas simply lifted o� the base to prevent pressure buildup in the chamber, andto keep the composition of the air around the rocket chip unchanged duringtests. When performing tests in vacuum, the chamber was placed on the base,aligned to the beam, and evacuated. Due to the low capacity of the pump, ittook several minutes to evacuate the small chamber, and pressures lower than3 kPa were not possible. The construction of a vacuum chamber to enable testsin vacuum, was initially considered peripheral, but due to the wildly di�erentbehavior at di�erent ambient pressures, the value of the results in vacuum wereby far the most relevant. The sacri�ce of the X-Y-Z positioning stage was ahigh price to pay, and if there had been a viable solution where the positioningequipment could have been placed inside the chamber, this would have beenvery convenient. Not only to be able to position the rocket chip better, butalso to have it securely mounted in the chamber, which was not always possiblewithout it. The rocket chip would often be slightly displaced when the chamberwas closed, and the entire process of positioning the rocket chip and focusingthe camera would have to be redone.5.1.4 Schlieren lensAs with the collimating lens, the schlieren lens was chosen speci�cally for op-timum performance for these tests. The challenge with schlieren photographyis often to maximize �eld of view at reasonable cost, but here, many of theproblems encountered by others were ascent, due to the small �eld of viewnecessary. The two lenses could have been exchanged for matched mirrors,but would have made alignment more di�cult [31]. Furthermore, at this scale,there would be no cost bene�t over lenses. Quite the opposite, since more pre-cise rotating mounts would be necessary. In retrospect, even the lenses used inthis study were larger than needed for the �nal tests, but the di�erence in costwas negligible, especially when taking into account the increased versatility andease of setup that the larger lenses permitted.5.1.5 Schlieren cut-o�The common Toepler schlieren apparatus is a very powerful tool, and eventhough the simple color schlieren tested here gave some advantages, more com-plex cut-o�s are needed before the information gained is worth the compromisesand complexity involved. With the color cut-o� used for Figure 4.12, the cen-tral black strip (see Figure 3.8) is �xed. This means that the only way toadjust the level of cut-o� is by adjusting the width of the slit. This will atthe same time adjust the level of collimation of the central beam, and may bedetrimental to the overall resolution of the image. The amount of cut-o� wasmeasured primarily using a simple light meter, but the results veri�ed that theamount of cut-o� used was the same as recommended [31]. Hence, they werenot the basis for any adjustment. Instead, the level of cut-o� was decided bythe appearance of the subject in the image.56



5.1. SCHLIEREN IMAGING5.1.6 ImagingInitially, the images were projected onto white screen and photographed fromthe side. The introduction of a ground glass screen allowed the projected imagesto be photographed from behind. This was a huge improvement, as this wasa plane perpendicular to the optical axis of the lens. As such, perspectivedistortion was eliminated, and the required depth of �eld was greatly reduced,allowing for the use of larger apertures and thus shorter shutter speeds andlower ISO for the same exposure value. This was also done to facilitate focusingof the image, as well as to combat the severe vignetting that occurred withoutthe glass screen. While the image quality su�ered slightly, it is important todistinguish the occurring noise from that of the sensor at higher ISO. Figure 4.2shows a stream of butane gas from a lighter passing through a hypodermicneedle shot through a ground glass focusing screen from a Mamiya mediumformat camera. The grainy appearance of the image in is due to the grain sizesize of the screen and is static, i.e., it can be removed or at least reduced inpostprocessing. Some static noise was still left, as vibrations in the camera frommirror and shutter movement caused a slight movement of the camera betweenshots. In contrast, the noise in Figure 4.6, for example, is random, and cannotbe removed through the use of a reference image. The high-resolution sensorresolved very �ne details in the images. However, due to the high pixel density,some of this detail was lost because of noise.As the sensitivity of the schlieren set-up was improved to visualize �ner and�ner disturbances, it became important to capture as much light as possible.The removal of the focusing screen increased illumination by approximately4.5 EV, but caused the image to appear as a central circle, rather than �llthe entire frame. This was because of the collimation of the beam. Eachpoint in the image was hit by exactly one ray of light passing the cut-o�. Thebackground illumination was then the defocused image of the cut-o�. Withthis level of collimation, it may be approximated as the circle of confusionfor this distance. For maximum magni�cation of the image, the lens was atclose focusing distance. In the case of the Sigma lens (50 mm, f /2.8), this wasapproximately 100 mm (twice the focal length of the lens for 1:1 magni�cationfrom Equation 2.26). From Equation 2.7, the circle of confusion at the schlierencut-o� (400 mm from the focused image of the disturbance) can be calculatedto 14 mm. Figure 4.3 shows the resulting image, in this case of xenon gaspassing through a 27 gauge hypodermic needle, partially de�ected by a 21 gaugehypodermic needle.The APS-C sized sensor in the camera is 16×24 mm, and needed a circleof confusion of the diagonal (approximately 30 mm) to �ll the image. A longerfocal length lens, for example a 105 mm, f /2.8 1:1 macro lens would give acircle of confusion of 24 mm, or a larger aperture lens, such as a 50 mm, f /1.4(resulting in a circle of confusion of 29 mm) could be used. Eventually, amount adapter was constructed in order to close focus a 50 mm, f /1.8 lens.The maximum extension of the bellows was 230 mm, resulting in a minimumfocus distance of 64 mm, a maximum magni�cation factor of approximately 3.6,and a maximum circle of confusion of 86 mm, which was more than enough.Of course, this meant observing a very small portion of the beam, but this wasalso often desired in these studies. At this magni�cation, a total image length57



CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSIONof 4592 pixels gives a linear resolution of 660 pixels/mm, or 1.5 µm/pixel.The two largest improvements to the �nal setup were on the imaging side.The �rst was the lens and bellows described above. Not only was magni�cationimproved, the bellows also had a system of knobs for easy and precise adjust-ment of magni�cation and focus. The second was the mounting of the camerato the optical table. This stabilized the camera tremendously, and freed up a lotof space around the table, making the entire setup less sensitive to mechanicaldisturbances or to tra�c around the test area.As with the light source, the camera and lens were not purchased speci�callyfor this project, but for general use. If the schlieren project had dictated thechoice of camera, a sensor with larger photo sites � i.e. lower resolution orlarger sensor, or both � would have been preferable in order to minimize noise.High speed capabilities could have enabled additional studies as well. Thelive view function and the articulating display were two very welcome andrelatively unique features of the Sony α350 DSLR, but because a secondarysensor was used for live view, the image in the display did not perfectly alignto the �nal image, and a lot of artifacts were introduced. When the actualtests were conducted, the shutter was triggered remotely, so the live view wasnot essential.5.2 Test seriesAs the schlieren setup was developed, gradually �ner gas jets with index ofrefraction closer to air were studied to challenge the resolution and sensitivityof the system. Initial tests were done with candle �ames and butane from agas lighter, Figure 4.2. As soon as the schlieren apparatus was set up withthe speci�cally ordered lenses, the resolution and sensitivity increased tremen-dously, enabling visualization of very weak disturbances. While adjusting thesetup, smaller and smaller disturbances were used, �rst 21 and 27 gauge hypo-dermic needles, Figure 4.3, then modi�ed needles to achieve even �ner �ows.Finally �ows from sawed grooves in silicon wafers with widths of only a fewtens of micrometers were tested. These were the last tests to be conducted withlittle or no focus on the results besides the results being acquired at all. Whenthe setup was considered adequate for disturbances of this size, the various testdisturbances were exchanged for the rocket chips that are the subject of thisreport. In total 7 rocket chips were borrowed from NanoSpace for this study,as detailed in Table 3.1.At least 4 di�erent types of rocket chips were used for the di�erent studies,each with its own limitations. Only chip #7 could be considered fully func-tional, albeit with a minor mechanical damage (see Table 4.1). In order to beable to gain the best possible understanding of the behavior of these rocketchips, the same type of chip would have needed to be used for all the stud-ies. Instead some tests were conducted with rocket chips that proved to beunusable for later tests. Presumably, because of the di�erences in constructionbetween di�erent chips, the results from one test were not necessarily analo-gous for two di�erent rocket chips in the same test. It is, however, not knownto which extent the rocket chips di�er in design other than by heater designand material, and whether the di�erences in performance are a consequence of58



5.2. TEST SERIESthe design or due to production inconsistencies. The di�erent defects of thevarious rocket chips also raise the question of quality control of the product.These rocket chips are presumed to be breadboard, but if they are from theproduction line, there is de�nitely a need for more thorough quality testing.The rather unfortunate statistics presented in Table 4.1 further supports thisneed.5.2.1 Studies at atmospheric pressureIt is obvious, intuitively and theoretically, that the behavior of the rockets willbe very di�erent at atmospheric ambient pressure and in vacuum. It was theease with which the atmospheric studies could be carried out that was the mainincentive. Initially, the vacuum tests were not even considered. In retrospect,the atmospheric tests, while not entirely relevant for an evaluation of the rocketchips tested, as these are designed for use in the vacuum of space, gave a verygood understanding of the fundamentals of nozzle design, and were a useful aidin predicting the behavior in the subsequent vacuum studies. The studies atatmospheric pressure also provided a suitable transition from the experimentsconducted previously to evaluate the schlieren setup. The rather disastrousbehavior of the jet exhaust observed, should not be the basis of any conclusionsregarding performance in their intended environment. The atmospheric studieswere also necessary to evaluate the e�ects of the vacuum chamber. As such,they were by no means super�uous.Some observations made, are those regarding the leaks near the nozzle.Rocket chip #2 delaminated almost completely, indicating a problem in pro-duction. With rocket chip #3, a leak was noticeable in all images, and clearlyvisible in Figure 4.7. A leak was also suspected with rocket chip #6, whichmay account for the �nal direction of the jet in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.5 depictsrocket chip #6 at 3 bar, near-�eld with cut-o� perpendicular to jet. There isa slight indication of a secondary jet above the central jet exhaust, and thebackground illumination is slightly darker, as in similar pictures of rocket chip#3.At atmospheric ambient pressure, the jet exhausts all appear to be turbulentand subsonic.5.2.2 Studies in vacuumWhen the rocket was studied in vacuum, the behavior was completely di�erentfrom that at atmospheric ambient pressure. The speed of the gas exhaustwas expected to be higher, so details were thought to be di�cult to visualize,but this was not the case. It was immediately clear that the strange behaviorobserved in atmospheric ambient pressure did not stem from a defect in therocket chips or a design �aw, but rather an indication that the rocket was notin its proper environment. In the vacuum that the chamber was capable of,the jet exhausts were presumed to be supersonic and laminar. The appearanceof pressure disks, for example in Figure 4.9, con�rmed this.The di�erences between the appearance of the jets in Figure 4.7 and Fig-ure 4.8 could be due to either a di�erence in design, or the leak near the nozzle59



CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSIONcausing lower throat pressure or extending to a�ect the shape of the expansioncone.The sight glasses of the vacuum chamber were of su�cient quality forschlieren work. However, by their introduction, four additional surfaces thatcould collect dust were introduced. With each study conducted, new specks ofdust were observed. While they were fairly easily removed in postprocessing,this would be an incentive to minimize surfaces in the beam, regardless of theiroptical quality.The quality of the chamber, and the capacity of the pump limited thevacuum pressure to around 3 kPa, but it is unlikely that lower pressure wouldhave made a signi�cant di�erence.5.2.3 Studies with heaters activatedIt was interesting to note that there was a very audible di�erence in the noisefrom the rocket with the heaters on and o� at atmospheric ambient pressure.This di�erence could also be observed as a di�erence in the appearance of thejet exhaust, Figure 4.10, even if this di�erence was smaller than expected. Theimage series also shows an increasing degree of asymmetry in the jet exhaust.Whether this is caused by an irregularity in or around the nozzle (either thedamage near the nozzle exit, or less visible damages), or by some phenomenonin, or just behind the throat of the nozzle, such as the gas traveling throughthe spiral heaters, is unknown.The distances between the pressure nodes in the resulting images can bemeasured, as the size of the image is known. By virtue of these measurements,a deeper understanding of Prandtl-Meyer expansion fans, and insight into thedesign of the rocket nozzle, it should be possible to draw quantitative resultsregarding heater function, mass �ow, exhaust speed, or thrust.5.2.4 Additional studiesExperiment with color schlieren methodThe color schlieren method could be a very useful way of separating di�erentdirections of refraction, but for optimal performance better control of the col-limation would be required. It would also be more useful in combination withmore exotic cut-o�s than the two-color lateral �lter tested here. In this casemany of the phenomena studied were more or less symmetric, which furtherreduced the need for directional separation. With this type of color schlierenmethod, the width of the cut-o� (the black central strip in Figure 3.8) could notbe altered, and the adjustment possibilities were limited. The resulting imageswere pretty, but provided little new information. For a color �lter not matchedto the color channels of the resulting images, data processing techniques wouldneed to be further developed.Schlieren in waterDue to the higher refractive index of water, small relative changes in refractiveindex still resulted in rather large absolute changes. It was therefore surpris-ingly easy to visualize changes in pressure, as well as changes in temperature.60



5.3. DATA PROCESSINGThe latter will likely result in an additional study of a convective pump, butfor the sonar study, this was a slight problem, as the element generated someheat while activated. As with the sight glasses of the vacuum chamber, theaquarium introduced new surfaces that could collect dust. More importantly,any dust or particles that fell into the water were not only visible, but also mo-bile and therefore very di�cult to remove in postprocessing. Because of this,it was very important to keep the aquarium covered at all times. In addition,the quality of the glass used in the aquarium was much lower than the of thesight glasses, and positioning of the aquarium in the beam became relevant.The results from this study compared very well with the simulated behav-ior of the sonar, Figure 4.13 (b), but the limited �eld of view made studiesof interference further down the wave pattern extremely di�cult, and resultsregarding more distant edge e�ects of the sonar �xture could not be obtained.5.3 Data processingJust as important as the photography itself, was the post processing of theimages. Straight from the camera, some disturbances were only barely visible.It was a matter of heavy manipulation of this data before the �nal imagescould be produced (see Section 3.3). It was surprising to see that regular imagemanipulation software did not retain all information until the image was saved,but rather truncated the information in each step. MatLab was a necessaryand very powerful tool for this purpose, as it treated the images as numericalmatrices not necessarily limited by image �le parameters.As the noise from the sensor, even at base ISO was noticeable (even intrusiveafter post processing) in this study, some type of noise reduction software couldhave been useful to gain more accurate information. Attempts were made tocapture the images at lower resolutions in order to limit the interpolation donein the camera, and thereby increase sensitivity, but this did not improve resultsover down-scaling the images in post processing. It seems likely that the camerascales down the images right before saving them to the memory card, ratherthan before the built in �lters are applied.5.4 Future studiesIt would have been very interesting to see the behavior of the jet from the side,to see how the non-expanding direction of �ow behaved. This was unfortunatelynot possible with the current equipment. For more in depth studies of thesymmetry, a di�erent �xture, or destructive modi�cation of the current �xturewould have been necessary.In order to incorporate this method as part of the quality control process, itwill also be necessary to construct a new quick release �xture, that will enablequick replacement of the rocket chips without a�ecting focus or adjustment ofthe schlieren apparatus.In the end, it will be the amount of available light that limits the sensitivityand magni�cation. Increased sensitivity requires a narrower slit or aperturebefore the collimating lens, which will reduce the amount of transmitted light.Sensitivity can also be increased by increasing the level of cut-o�, reducing61



CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSIONthe light transmitted to the imaging device even further. Magni�cation willhave the same e�ect, as the circle of confusion increases with decreased focusdistance. This means that not only will a smaller part of the beam reach thesensor, it will decrease proportional to the square of the viewing distance. Withthe current set-up, sensor noise is already intrusive when trying to visualize thefaintest features. Therefore, it seems necessary to upgrade other parts of theapparatus (primarily the light source) before attempts are made to achieveeven greater magni�cation or time resolution.Whether or not this is meaningful depends on the study to be conducted.For studies of the rocket exhaust, the spacial resolution and sensitivity are morethan adequate. However, if di�erent propellants, lower gas quantities, or evensmaller nozzles are to be studied, these upgrades will be necessary. Increasingthe magni�cation on the imaging side by a factor two over the current resultswill already be pushing the limits, but it is not di�cult to �nd arc dischargelamps capable of over 100 times more powerful e�ective light output (due tothe smaller source). Thus, much higher magni�cation is absolutely possible.
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Chapter 6ConclusionsSchlieren imaging proved to be a powerful technique capable of visualizing veryfaint phenomena under various conditions, and in di�erent media. For optimumperformance, some parameters are more signi�cant than others.� A powerful light-source with a small extension, and non-coherent light isimportant. 10 W/mm2 is su�cient, but higher is better.� High quality lenses with the largest possible focal lengths, and smallrelative apertures are desirable. Preferably f/8 or less.� Sensitive imaging equipment with low noise will produce better images.Standard equipment can theoretically resolve as little as 1.5 µm/pixel,but because of noise, in practice, this is at least an order of magnitudelower.� Microadjustability, while favorable, is not absolutely necessary in everycomponent of the set-up.� Color cut-o� is not always an improvement.� Remote camera triggering is paramount to postprocessing techniques,which rely on identical vantage points for reference and signal images.It is di�cult to draw any general conclusions as to the design or the fabricationof the di�erent rocket chips. Several di�erent chips were used for di�erent tests,but none could be used for all studies, and the extent of the di�erences betweenthem are unknown. The schlieren technique was able to visualize defects, e.g.leakage, that would likely have gone unnoticed without this method, and wasalso able to verify existing theories regarding rocket and expansion cone be-havior at di�erent pressures. The relative ease with which this method is setup, the relatively low cost compared with the cost of the manufacture of therocket chips, and the very low risk acceptance due to the very high total costof the individual projects make this a very useful technique for pre-launch testsof the rocket chips. It is the opinion of the author that the schlieren methodshould be incorporated as a part of the quality control of the production ofrocket chips, particularly when the cost of failure is taken into account.63



CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS� Studies either at atmospheric pressure or in vacuum can be used to iden-tify and locate leaks in the rockets.� Appearance of the jet exhaust in vacuum visualized with cut-o� perpen-dicular to �ow can give useful quantitative information about the jet.� For optimum evaluation of the rocket chips, a �xture needs to be manu-factured that allows visualization from two directions.� In quality control, a stable quick-release �xture would be useful.For postprocessing of the data, some improvements were made over standardimage processing methods.� Regular image processing tools are insu�cient due to their image centricbehavior.� Further software could target speci�c problems, such as noise, for betterresults.
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Appendix AThe schlieren setupA.1 Parts listAll parts labeled as in Figure A.1 with detailed speci�cations.Optical table� Melles Griot StableTop 450 07 OTR 517 3.00×1.50 m optical table top� 4×Melles Griot Pump&Go 07 OTI 053 passive vibration isolatorsA - Light source� Newport Oriel 6317 1 kW quartz-tungsten-halogen (QTH) lamp� Dual Delta Elektronika SM7020-D 700 W power supplies� Escort EPS 2250 @12 V as power supply for cooling fan� Newport Liquid Filter 6127 water cooled IR-�lter� Hoya UV(0) HMC 55 mm UV-�lterA sheet of cardboard was used to shield the light path of the schlieren apparatusfrom the hot air from the cooling fan in the lamp housing.B - Mirror� Chrome plated 4� silicon wafer� ThorLabs PT102/M angle bracket� ThorLabs T12B mounting plate� ThorLabs TR75/M 75 mm 1/2” metric post� ThorLabs PH3/M 75 mm 1/2” metric post holder� ThorLabs BA1/M base� ThorLabs PR01/M rotation mountThe silicon wafer was mounted to the angle bracket using Scotch double sidedtape, and the adapter was mounted to the post using an M4 hex-socket bolt inplace of the included M4 stud. 71



APPENDIX A. THE SCHLIEREN SETUP

(a) Photograph
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(b) SchematicFigure A.1: Top view photograph and schematic to scale of the Lekholm-Toepler schlieren setup. Distances d1 to d6 are listed in Table A.1, componentsA to I are speci�ed in Section A.1. 72



A.1. PARTS LISTC - Condensing lens� ThorLabs AC508-300-A1 Ø=50.8 mm, f=300 mm visible achromaticdoublet� ThorLabs LMR2/M metric lens mount� ThorLabs TR100/M 100 mm 1/2” metric post� ThorLabs PH4/M 100 mm 1/2” metric post holder� ThorLabs BA2/M baseD - Adjustable slit� ThorLabs VS100/M adjustable slit� ThorLabs TR75/M 75 mm 1/2” metric post� ThorLabs PH4/M 100 mm 1/2” metric post holder� ThorLabs BA1/M base� 2× ThorLabs PT1/M 25 mm translation stage for X-Y adjustment� ThorLabs PT101 base plateTo further improve the collimation, the vertical extension of the slit was de-creased by using aluminum tape. A sheet of cardboard with a hole for the slitprevented stray light from the lamp from interfering with the rest of the set-up.E - Collimating lens� ThorLabs AC508-300-A1 Ø=50.8 mm, f=300 mm visible achromaticdoublet� ThorLabs LMR2/M metric lens mount� ThorLabs TR100/M 100 mm 1/2” metric post� ThorLabs PH4/M 100 mm 1/2” metric post holder� ThorLabs BA2/M baseor � ThorLabs AC127-075-A1 Ø=12.7 mm, f=75 mm visible achromaticdoublet� ThorLabs LMR05/M metric lens mount� ThorLabs TR100/M 100 mm 1/2” metric post� ThorLabs PH4/M 100 mm 1/2” metric post holder� ThorLabs BA2/M base� ThorLabs PT1/M 25 mm translation stage for X adjustmentPositioning of the collimating lens was more critical with shorter focal lengths,and only one translating stage was available.73



APPENDIX A. THE SCHLIEREN SETUPF - Test area� 150 mm internal diameter, 125 mm internal height vacuum chamber,with removable top and opposing 40 mm DN 40 ISO-KF �anges� 2× Pfei�er Vacuum PF214011-T DN 40 ISO-KF borosilicate sight glasses� 2× Pfei�er Vacuum PF100340-T DN 32-40 ISO-KF clamps� Custom 200×200 mm, 15 mm thick aluminum base with electric and gasfeedthroughs� 4× M6 threaded rods� ULVAC G-5D Oil rotary vacuum pumpG - Schlieren lens� ThorLabs AC508-400-A1 Ø=50.8 mm, f=400 mm visible achromaticdoublet� ThorLabs LMR2/M metric lens mount� ThorLabs TR100/M 100 mm 1/2” metric post� ThorLabs PH4/M 100 mm 1/2” metric post holder� ThorLabs BA1/M baseH - Cut-o�� Razor blade or Kodak Wratten Gelatin �lters, numbers 58 (green)and 25 (red)� Custom 5 mm X-Y translation stage� ThorLabs TR100/M 100 mm 1/2” metric post� ThorLabs PH4/M 100 mm 1/2” metric post holder� ThorLabs PMB3 permanent magnetic baseI - Camera� Sony α350 digital SLR camera� Custom Sony Alpha (Minolta A-type) to Canon FD mount adapter� Canon Bellows FL macro bellows� Canon 50 mm f /1.8 FD lens� Hama SO-1 wireless remote control releaseor Minolta RC-1000L 5 m remote cord� Custom M4 to 3/8”-16 TPI male-male thread adapter� ThorLabs TR75/M 75 mm 1/2” metric post� ThorLabs PH3/M 75 mm 1/2” metric post holder� ThorLabs BA2/M base 74



A.2. MEASUREMENTSA.2 MeasurementsThe distances between light source and mirror, and between mirror and con-densing lens were as small as possible to collect as much light as possible, butare in no way critical to the performance of the apparatus. In this case bothdistances were approximately 10 cm. The rest of the measurements, as labeledin Figure A.1, are listed in Table A.1. Distances d2 and d3 depend on whichof the two collimating lenses was used. No other changes were made to theset-up when exchanging the lenses. The distance d6 will depend on desiredmagni�cation, where the distance in Table A.1 is at maximum (approximately3.6×). Larger distances will require adjustment to the bellows and decreasemagni�cation.Table A.1: Distances in the Lekholm-Toepler schlieren set-upDesignation Description Distance
d1 Condensing lens to slit 30 cm
d2 Slit to 300 mm collimating lens 30 cmSlit to 75 mm collimating lens 7.5 cm
d3 300 mm collimating lens to test area 26 cm75 mm collimating lens to test area 48.5 cm
d4 Test area to schlieren lens 80 cm
d5 Schlieren lens to cut-o� 40 cm
d6 Cut-o� to camera (minimum) 46 cm
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